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KANSAS CITY, 'Mo., J u NE

!, 1913

EDITORIAL
IS THERE NO TRIBUNAL!
:METHODIST pastor in l{ansas City recently discussed from his pulpit the m1itter of going to the
theatre, playing cards, drinking wine, and wagering
on n chance, and his conclusion was that it was n matter for
the decision of each individual whether it was right or wrong.
A :Methodist preacher of New York improved (?) upon this
Kansas City prea cher~ by declaring from his pulpit. 1\Crording
to the Nl'll' Yo1·h· Sun, "that the church rule fm·bidding Methodists to attend the theatre, circus, or horse races, is a dead
letter. He said thnt the church lnw would hnre been revised
h.r the General C'onferen(•e a yenr ngo hnd it not been for the
negro ,·ote." This progressiye divine also very naturally had a
good word to say for the moving-picture shows.
WE worLD simply ask if there is not a tribunal for the setUement whether a thing is right or wrongj The Word of
God distinctly forbids conformity to the world. If these
practices mentjoned are not of the world worldly, what are
they~ Are they conducive to piety or spirituality~ Are they
means of grace1 Are they calculated to draw us closet· to
Christ? Would Jesus, if here with us, be found a frequenter
of a theatre or the race course or the ball room or the gambling
table or the saloon l If not, why not, if they are innocent
recreations~ Is the tendency of these indulgences to make boys
nnd young people more pious and more honest and more orderly 1 What are the ordinary and natural fruits of these practices~ No mortal man will dare claim that any one was ever
made better or purer or more upright or reliable by them.
On the contrary, everybody knows, except miserably back-slidden and cowardly preachers, that thousands of young
trien have been made seducers of innocence by the dance! defaulters and thieves by the race course and the gambling table,
drunkards by wine-bibbing, and that the theatre is worldly
in the extreme and is often the prelude to the daooe hall and
the bagnio.
WHEN men claiming to be preachers drop to the defense of
these devilish practices, which a.re the a.ntipodes of everything
like the spirit md the fruits of true religion, why can they not
do the decent thing by resigning a calling which they disgrace W By no sort of legerdemain can they make it appear
that Christ would endorse or tolerate for a moment any one
of these things. They would receive His sternest anathema
because they are subversive of that very life and character in
human beings which He died to make possible. Why will men
continue to preach in His name when they condone or defend
those things which are so diametrically opposed to Him and
His spil'it and the results in human lives which He died to
secure~ It is the ghastliest inconsistency in men to rema,in in
a ministry when they run counter to the loftiest aims and -objects God has in view in calling men into His gospel ministry.
THE IDEA of relegating thestJ things to each individual's personal decision in the name of liberty, is absurd. You had as
well refer to individual decision the question whether it was
right or wrong to He or to steal or to commit adultery. There
is a large class of people who claim the right to settle these
Yery things each for himself, and they have as much reason
and common sense and Scripture for their position as the
preachers above quoted have for referring the matter of the
dance, the theatre, the race course, dram-drinking, and the
gaming table, to individual decision.

A

IT IS painful to hare to write so plainly. hut the nhsurdity
and defiance of such preachers as we nre discussing mnke it
necessnry to wt·ite thus strongly in defense of t.he truth for
which our precious Redeemer died. We recommend to the
-Knnsas City minister, and also to the New York minister, to
tnl<e for their text next Sunduy morning the following .Sct·ipture, nnd we would like to hear their treatment of the verses:
"Low not the world, neither the things that ure in the wm:ld,
If nny mnn lore the world, the low of the Father is not in
him. For nll that is in the world , the lust of the flesh. nnd the
lust of the eyes, nnd the pride of lif-e, is not of the Frifher, but
is of the world. And the world pnsseth awny, nnd the lust
thereof: but he that doeth t.he will f>f God nbideth fm·enr. ''
00000

ONE OF OUR GREATEST NEEDS
NQUESTIONABLY one of the gt·eatest needs of the
Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene is loyalty on the
part of our church membership nnd pustors. We would
warn at the outset that we are not ndvocnting nnrrowness, and
yet we are not to be detet·red from the most faithful and conscientious loyalty to our own local church society by the false
and foolish cry of narrowness, which inconsiderate people
may raise. We must stand by our own local chlit"Ch, and make
it our chief and primary concern, always and e,·erywhet·e~
whatever may be going on elsewhere. It is grossly unfair and
unkind to your pastor to leave your own church services every
time there is a tent meeting or reviYal held in reuch, and att.end
such service in preference to your own church service. If one
member has the right to do this, all members have the same
right. And if all make a practice of this, it means the destruction of your own church, for the time at least, and the .
repetition of it will mean the ulti.mate ruin of your church.
:MAY BE the plea is made that some noted evangelist comes
around to conduct the meeting in question. This is no justification of a Nazarene going elsewhere when there is service in
his own church. There will be ample opportunities to hear
others at such meetings, at hours when there is no service at
your own church. Personally, we can not see how a loyal member of our church can get his consent to neglect his own church
service to go anywhere else to service. We are a young and
small church, and God has a mission for us as a church, and
each individual member has a personal obligation which we
owe our church which we can not pay without unfailing attendance upon its services, and a liberal use of our means for
its pastor's support, and other causes. We dare not neglect
these high and holy obligations. If we are not tru~ to our
church, and do our utmost for its upbuilding, nobody else will
do it for us.
TnE PLEA is sometimes made in justification of tllis suicidal
practice that these outside meetings are holiness meetings, and
run by holiness preachers. That is no justification whatenr.
These brethren have their methods and their work to do, and
we wish them success. But we can not afford to injure our own
method and our own work to help forward theirs. These
brethren see it this way, we are sure. They are one corps and
we are another corps of the same great army, battling for the
sume great cause. But .does this fact warrant the demoralization and disorder and inevitable hurt sure to result by deserting
our own ranks, and running off to some other standard every
time there is in sight a company of these holiness worket·s ~
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Whnt order or s.vstem or regJtfarit_y woJtld there be to de.p.end.
upon if this practice ptevailed in warfare~ For this very
reason such desertion is punished most severely in military
armies. This is necessary to secure that concentmtion of forces
and a condition that can be depended upon.
Suppose when nn engagement of opposing forces comes, it is
found that hnlf, or a very large proportion, of one general's
commnnd is absent nnd are in another command as spectators,
and upon examination it is found that there is not a single
corps enti1·e, but t.hat this intermixture prevails throughout
the urmy. This would mean defeat for that army when the battle came off. There is no surer way to defeat our work, as a
church, than this habit of forsaking our own church every
time some other meeting is in progress. Let us make it nn
unvarying rule always to be a.t our post every time the church
doors nrc open for service, unless providentially prevented.
Then when we have no service a.t our own church, we cnn go
elsewhere. This is a safe rule, and It Yery much needed one
in some plnces.
WE HAVE not stressed the injustice of this practice to our
own pastors. It is unfair to them to leave them empty pews
to preach to just because there chances to be services elsewhere.
God hns committed to us a method of work which we beliere
to be p1·ovidential, and He expects us to be true to His trust.
We must be loyal nnd true to our church scrupulously, and God
will bless us and cause His face to shine upon us. There is a
grent future for our church, but it will require a union of
forces, nnd a constancy and loya.lty on tlie part of eve1·y one of
us to accomplish nll the possibilities before us.
DDDDD
A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NEEDED

E need nn ~ighteenth ame1~dment to the 'constitution
of the Umted States. Th1s amendment should prohibit polygamy. This Mormon atrocity can never
be put down s1we by thus placing it entirely under federal
jurisdiction. Statehood to Utah was a capital blunder, if not
a crime, but was secured by the most sacred pledges of Mormons that polygamy would be and had been forever abandoned.
As soon as they had secured statehood they returned to polygamy, n.nd today this Mormonism is America's blistering curse
nnd shame, which in the interest of decency and civilization
she must emdicate. ·we S<'e no method save by a constitutional
amendment making it a high crime.
Tms need has been felt for n long time by thoughtful men,
but all suggestions to attempt it were met by the discouraging
argument that it wns impracticnble because no amendments had
ever been successfully undertaken since reconstruction days just
after the late war. This has so far proved a successful barrier
to any attempt at no amendment for the destruction of polygamy. Now, however, as the Continent has pointed out, this
objection ha's disappeared, and the day of our opportunity has
come. Two amendments have received the necessary number
of state approval~ne authorizing an income tax, and another
providing for popular election of senators.
LET NO American deceive himself or allow himself deceived
by the false plea that polygamous practices have been aban• .
doned by Mormons. No representative Mormon of the Utah
branch has ever repudiated polygamy, or announced the opinion that it was wrong morally, or was undesirable socially.
They believe in it as earnestly today as they ever did. All
Mormons who are true to the essential principles of Mormonism
believe in polygamy and openly declare it as their belief that
the day will come when all men will come to believe in it and
accept it as t.he best and ideal social state. This is just why
the revelation commanding the Mormon church to practice
polygamy stands today unchanged in its "Books of Doctrines
and Covenants." The latest 1912 edition of the official Mormon theology, "Co~pendium of the Doctrines of the Gospel,"
still prints unchanged the chapter commending plurality of
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w.iY.eS. In it is contained these worck: "lf plura.l ma.rnage be.
unlawful, then is the whole plan of salvation through the house
of Israel a failure, and the entire fabric of Christianity without foundation."
Mon:MONlSM is a moral an,d p.olitical poison and cancer, and
must be suppressed in the interest of sound social principles
and morality, as well as of principles of good government. It
has long enough hid behind the plea of religious toleration.
The plea is made that to &uppress it would be a religious as- .
sault on Mormanism. lt must be remembered that all movements againE!t Mormonism are against polygamous Mormanism, and in the interest of genera1 social welfare, and are not
against any religion. Mormonism representsr and by her practices and her doctrinal standards and ·universal teachings
stands for, polygamy, and this is what America does not and
never will sto.nd for or tolerate.
·
This is the issue, clear and distinct, and all had as well get
it well in mind, for. the time has come to demand a constitutional amendment, which is as sure to come as the abolition of
the Louisiana Lottery, or of American slavery came in response
to a great moral sentiment. Let the demarid be made with insistency, and let this cancer be cut out of the American body
politic. There is absolutely no hope save in federal intederence which Mo.rm.ons_ l1ave shrewdly_ and by false promises
sought to protect themselves from by statehood.
DO DOD
SPEAKING THE TRUTH

T IS important to speak the truth, but it is far more important to speak the truth in love. The truth cnn be
spoken in ways to do harm. One can speak the truth in
scorn, but no good purpose is served by thus speaking it. Only
a scar of bitterne.ss and resentment is left. The tnttli inay
be spoken in harshness, but who is helped, or what cause of
righteousness is helped. by so doing~ Only hurt to somebody
is left by speaking the truth in harshness. Perhaps an easier
and oftener way of speaking the truth is in sarcasm. This
only leaves a sting which is hard to forget or forgive, and
injures instead of helps. Still again the tr\lth may be spoken
in anger, but this only arouses !J.nd intensifies strife. We submit that none of these results are among the divinely ordained
purposes of the tongue's use. The tongue should never be used
so ns to embitter, or stir resentment, or leave a snd scar, or stir
up strife. A soft answer turneth away wratb.
WE ARE to speak the trut.h in love, and in no other way.
However unpleasant or unwelcome the truth may be, if it is
spoken in love. the result will be beneficial and not stir up opposition or resentment or bitterness. Preachers especially, ·
in these degenerate da.ys, need caution just here. The devil
is very anxious to have preachers speak the truth in a harsh
or angry manner, and it is very easy to do this when called upon to denennce sin. But when sin is denounced in any of these
forbidden ways, the end in view is defeated, for it stirs up a
spirit which hinders and hurts the wrong-doers instead of
helping them. If the very same truths are uttered in loveand tenderness, the chances are ten thousand times better for·
those in the wrong to feel their wrong, and desire and seek
amendment. The truth must not be so declared as to divert
the attention from the truth to the one declaring it, and this is
what the wrong way of speaking t.he truth does. The message
and not the messenger must be the central thing. Spoken in
love the truth enters and softens and convinces and helps.
SPEAKING the truth in any other spirit than love renders us
liable to say things which should not be said. The entrance of
passion into our utterance weakens us, and allows self to enter,
and we can not be as wise or judicious or self-controlled or as.
good as we would be unimpassioned. w·e must have the mind
which was in Christ, and speak in His spirit and with His
love and tenderness. Approaching the dty which hated Him
and sought His life, "nd which .He well knew would finally
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JtTNE FOURTH

P .>\OJo: THJIEE

compH-ss Hts-de&tb) Jesus-pauses 911 too-Slope.-oLthe...hillsid~

.st.onest them which art sent unto thee, how oft '''otlld I have

though called to pronounce its doom, we hear not one word of
bitterness or harshness. He .even utlex:s their guilt which He
had to prononuce, with evident regret and pain, but dwells lovingly on His own love and pity and His oft-repeated desire
and efforts to save them. There is the cndence of geanine lov.e
and pity in the trllths the blessed Master spoke when He said:
"0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the pt·ophets and

gathered thy children t,ogether even as a hen gathet·eth her
chickens under her wings, and ye would not! Behold, your
house is left unto you desolate."
WE ARE never safe when away ft·om the spirit and example
of ou1· gt·eat Exemplar. Let us keep close to Him, and drink
deep l~y of His spit·it, and follm~· elosely His ~omntutHl.. and we
are safe. "Let this mind be in you, which wu s also in Christ
Jesus."
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HAIL! SovEREIGN LovE
(The following beautiful poem was written by
Major Andre a few days before his execution: )
Hall! sovereign love, which first began
The scheme to rescue fallen man!
Hall! matchless, free, eternal grace,
Which gave my soul a Hiding Place.
Against the God who built the sky
I fought with hands uplifted high,
Despised the mention. of His grace,
Too proud to seek a Hiding Place.
Enwrapt In thick Egyptian night,
And fond of darkness more than light,
Gladly I ran the sinful race,
Secure, without a Hiding Place.
And thus the eternal counsel ran,
Almighty love, arrest that man'!
I felt the arrows of distress,
And round I had DO Hiding Place.
Indignant justice stood in view; ·
To' Sinal's fiery mount I flew;
-But Justice cried. wiUl frowning. face:
"This mountain Is no H!Mng Place:"
Ere long a heavenly voice I heard,
And Mercy's angel soon appea,red;
He led me at ~ placid pace
To Jesus as a Hiding. Place.
On · Him almighty vengeance fell.
Which must have sunk a world to hell;
He bore It for a sinful race,
And thus became their Hiding Place.
Should sevenfold storms of thunder roll
And shake this globe from pole to pole,
No thunderbolt shall daunt my face,
For Jesus Is my Hiding Place.
A few more rolling suns, at most.
Shall land me on fair Canaan's coast.
When I shall sing the song of grace,
And see my glorious Hiding Place.

OuR RELATION ro OPPORTUNITY

We have much more to do with our opportunities than we often think. We are
not, as is too often supposed, to simply
wait for opportunities to come to. us. The
opportunity is largely determined .by our
attitude. We are in a large measure to
shape and create our opportunity by our
preparation to meet and successfully dis- .
charge i~. Supineness is n~t a preparation
for anything. It certainly is infinitely dishint from a preparation for oppor'tnnities.
Preparation, providence, opportunitythis is the divine order. We are to diligently seek to be ready for great service by
careful, conscientious preparation. Then
providence will kindly trend toward us
the opportunity which God sees we 1tre
ready for. Fidelity by the smaller duties
as they come along is a prepnrntion for
larger opportunities later. Improvement
of the fewer talents is preparation for nnd
a guarantee of larger bestowals of responsibilities and opportunities. To -WAit supinely for the coming of the ~reater openings is but hiding the one talent away in
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ll napkin. We find the following sensible here Lx>low, nnd how tmspen kubly t'Citl und
wot·ds on this subject in nn exchnnge :
glorious will be seen to he the joys nnd
The character of the opportunities which rapture nnd songs of the retleemed and
come to us depends very largely on the character of our preparation. The opportunity r:.wsometl of the Lord. How glot·ious will
which came to Lincoln was one or the sublim- be the joy of meeting a.gnin the mult.itudt•s
est In history, but It never would have been his they hare helpt'd on the upward wuy ·in
If It bad not been for the other opportunities
this world. \\'hat glad su rprises nwait
he bad improved when by the ft ickerlng light of
these
Ioree! retern ns, in numbers who will
the tire he worked out mathernatlcal problems
on pine chips or read the volumes he had greet them on the other shore whom
tramped weary miles to borrow_ The ambition they helped mightily here, but unconto begin work without undergoing an appren• sciously. God bless the old preachers, nnd
ticeshlp, to accomplish something great wltliout doing anything tiresome or painful, is one muy their lnst days be their happiest and
of the temptations of young people today. But brightest. Let us all do our utmost to
the opportunity for preparation must not be mnke it. so. Never forget these blessed
overlooked. If this Is lost. others will pass men of God for in honoring them we are
you by, to be grasped by sorn.e one who has
honoring God. We heartily endorse the
made himself equal to them.
·
following from an exchange on "The old
preacher":

THE OLD PREACHER

He Is the last of his generation, and like a

Tread softly and speak with bated forgotten tree In the deadening, be stands
breath in his presence, fo1· he is in age and alone; he Is, however, "the grand old man" of
feebleness extreme, and mows with un- his time; his head Is a crown of glory, for hiR
feet have walked In the ways of righteousness;
steady trend adown the last st.age of fife's he
Is closlng up a bard, weary day of useful
declivity. Uncover your hend in his service; he Is sun-browned and weather-beatsacred presence, for in him you behold n en; he bears the marks of hard-fought battles,
life worn to shreds in service of divine and the glow of victory lingers on his face;
has given the strength of his mature year!!
unselfishness and love-a sight seen all too he
In the service of the King; he has led many
seldom in this restless, rushing, selfish souls to the mercy seat, and witnessed their
world. Whnt memories lie behind the old happy conversions from sin; be has been the
preacher~ ns his trembling steps feel their first caller to cOngratulate the parents upon the
way along the dark Valley of the Shadow. birth of their babe, and the last to leave In the
hour of bereavement; he has been the pastor
The unresented wrongs, the unrequited or
Jnlluentlal churches; he bas addressed huntoil, the tears he has dried for others, the dreds of audiences upon many topics, and reburdens he has shared with others, the sor- ceived the applause of admiring hearts; he
rows he has assuaged, the deaths he hns has labored with faith and zeal, In the vineyard
the Lord, and that too, In the heat of the
illumined by introductions to Him who ot
day; be has been a .cqmfort to bleeding hearts
conquered death, the broken hearts he has and a. Joy to the young and hopeful; he has
bound up, the impr·isoned he has liberated rejoiced with them that rejoice, and- wept with
by his holy, efficacious mediation with them that wept; be has olflclated at tbe marPower Divine, the blind he has led to the riage or the young and conducted funeral servIces of the old; he baa iald, "Earth to earth and
recovery of their sight., the Acceptable dust
to dust;" at the grave or many an Idol of
Year of the Lord he has so long and faith- human hearts; he has been the central ftgure
fully proclaimed-these rnake up an nn· of many a large circle of friends and admirers;
written record which means heroism, de- he has not failed nor faltered In the thlckewt
of bla ministry; he has loved and been
votion, sublimity-all combined in and il· ftgbts
loved through all his years; he has kept a
luminating a character of God's true faithful watch over the flock of God, as tke
preacher. Though unwri t:.ten in earth's Holy Ghost made him overseer; he has excalendars or histories, thank God this rec- horted and rebuked with all Iong-sutrerlng and
ord is kept in the Book of Life, which is gentleness; he has been an example in righteousness before all the people, under all the
imperishable, and which will fnde 110t circumstances ot his life; he bas bome burdens,
away. Though unrewnrded of earth, or and carried grief wholly unknown to the peoeven of the church too often, thank God ple; be has been sorely smitten and grevlously
these fatihful of earth are not. to be de- reviled, yet he reviled not again; be bas spoken
kindly and given good advice; he has been connied their "great reward" 'vhich they are siderate
of the poor and dealt justly with the
now so near. How heaven's glories will rich; he has traveled alone, and at times borne
burst upon their astonished vision ere the burdens or hopelessness, and felt himself
long, and with what rapture they will forgotten; but he has come to old age; bls
look upon the face of Eim who was form bent. The years of toll are past, but he Ia
every Inch a king and worthy to be crowned
pierced, and whose message they have not and enthroned, which honore he wlll receive
compromised. How puny then will seem by the hand of Him whose youth at the time
the crosses and sacrifices they have borne of death Ia a guarantee of life's perpetual
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PEHXICIOUS TE.-\CHIN'G

The deril hns made n great snrress in
his latl•st attnl'k on truth. Xot blatant
ntheis111. not nny of the grosser forms of
skepticism promulg~tted by nvowed unbelierers. is the ile,·il's metho(l todny. He
hns sought the church from which to
spr('nd his deadly poison.
From the
mouths of pt·ofessed ministers nnd Sundnv sehool teneht•rs he now issues forth his
poison by whieh to defeat truth nnd debnnch tlw minds of the young. As tm
nngt•l of li~ht , posing ns a devout believer
in the Bible nnd in religion, he now dilutes
truth. nnd divests it of nll energy nnd
power, nnd insinuates doubt in tl1e inspiration nnd nuthority of the Word of
God~ nnd thus d('stroys mm·e effectunlly
the bulwnrk of our hope and stt·ength than
was PH't' done by outright atheism, or any
of the gt·w;sest forms of infidelity. The
wisest of all his diabolical stmtegies is his
lntrst tnck in seeking nnd securing access
to om· young people through the Sunday
school lit.erntm·l' which is bt'ing issued
ft·om c·t•rtnin qunrtet'S. Much of this is
positi,·ely vile nnd pernicious as to the
bald penersions of truth being taught,
nnd the misernble doubts being injected
into the young, plastic minds of our Sunday srhool pupils. It now seems to Le the
rnge with multitudes to seek to discredit
the Scriptures. College professm·s, editors, preachers, teachers, infidels, sci{'ntists
-nil seem to hnve Joined in a diabolical
federation for the destruction of the integrity of the inspired Scriptttres. Ingersoll wns wiser than witty when, bt'ing remonstrated for ceasing to deli,·er one of
his lectures which wns a ruthless nttnck
on the validity nnd integrity of the Scriptures, replied that there was no longer any
need for his services in this business, as
the preachers were doing it so much m01·e
effectunlly than he could. He well knew
that the confidence which people had been
taught from childhood to repose in
preachers gave them a tremendous adYnntage in nsaults on the Holy Bible over
one who was known as an avowed nnbelievet· and hatet· of the Bible. F1·ee Jll ethodiat t.hns forcibly delivers itself upon
this most momentous question of the hour:
Is 'It not a serious thing that faith. In the Integrity of the Bible Is being undermined In so
many places and by so many persons? Preachera, teachers, editors, skeptics, scientists, are
all engaged In this work of belittling the Scriptures. We send our children to churoh to learn
to respect the Bible, reverence the church, and
worship the Lord, and there they hear from
the pulpit that which shakes their confidence
In the teachings they have received at their
mother~ knee. We send them to college to
secure an education, and there some blatant
professor wlll make a show of his Ignorance
and ridicule the stories of the Bible, and perhaps cast reflection upon the character of the
mother of Jellus and deny the divinity of Christ,
and the children's minds are poisoned as a result. Ingersoll and other Infidels used to have
a monopoly of the business of teaching InfidelIty, but In these days Ignorant college professors and backalldden preachers do the devll's
dirty work Instead. Not content with poisoning
the minds of the young rn.en and women who
endeavor to secure an education, the enemy of
rlghteouaness has now attacked the children
In the Sunday 1chool, as the following extract
from the Evangelical Christian will show:
"11 It not time for some one to cry out when

the young minds in our Sunday schools are to
be poisoned with the 'assured results' of higher
criticism? Charles Scribner & Sons are Issuing
a new graded series of lesson helps for the
Sunday school-and the viewpoint of this 'upto-date' series can be judged from the folloWing
extract from 'The Intermediate Teacher.' Concerning the New Testament account of the life
of Christ It says:
" 'It Is easy to see that the age that prbduced
the gospels would not be anxious for scientific accounts of the deeds of Jesus, but that It
would expect of Him exactly the acts that are
attributed to Him. It Is possible therefore that
some events, like the restoration of the centurion's servant, were simple coincidences;
that others, like. the apparent walking of Jesus
on the water, were natural deeds which the
darkness and confusion caused to be misunderstood; that others, like the turning of water
Into wine, were really parables that became
In the course of time changed Into miracles.
As nearly all of the miracles not of healing
had their prototypes In the Old Testament,
many of them at least were attributed to Jesus
because men expected such deeds from t\)elr
Messiah, and finally became convlhced that He
must have performed them.'
"Again, the Junior Teacher for younger children, proceeds to explain why the story of Anaulas and Sapphira Is left out of the edition of
the Bible which they publish for junior classes.
They refer to It as giving an Interpretation of
Go9 which Is Inconsistent with the Christian
conception of a loving and patient Father. 'On
account of the primitive Ideas which It reflects
the story has been omitted from the Junior
Bible.'

Puouc

WoRSHIP

In our swing from a superstitions reverence forthe mere brick and mortal' cornposing the church edifice, we have gone
to the opposite extreme, we fear, of a lack
of due reverence, at least for the sanctity
of the church as a place of worship,
and for the w9rship itself, and for the
God whom we worship. It is shocking
to hear the noise of conversntion
and lt\Ughter in a congregation carried on
right up to the very moment the preacher
rises to begin service, and then the hubbub to be resumed immediately upon the
pronouncing of the benediction. People
should be taught to maintain absolute
quietness in the house of God. The opposite course tends to dissipate the spirit of
worship, and to unfit us for real, profit·
able worship in God's sanctuary. Not
only shotild there be quiet, put the. few
moments before service should be spent
in devout, .~;ilent prayer.
This would
greatly help 11s as worshipers, and would
also greatly help all assembled for worship ns well as the preacher in charge of
the service. Rev. H. M. Campbell says
in ll erald and Presbyter:

LITTLE FAULTs-So-CALLED

It wns the "little foxes" ngainst which
we are warned in Scripture! and which
we are urged to catch, for these are the
ones "which spoil the vines." Many suppose they are in fine case if they are free
from lying, stealing, adultery, and such
coarse vices. This is merely eluding the
jail or penitentiary. This is negntin
morality which may consist with the most
despicably selfish character. The shunning of these things mentioned, is not
what yields the delicate touches which
~ive glory to character and tremendous
mflnence to life. These more delicate
touches are the finer tone, tl1e brotherly .
spirit, the potency of a sympathy with
the troubled, the unselfish expendit11re,
unseen, of time and prayer and help for
the unfortunate, the word in season to the
young abo11t to be entrapped-these are
the things whicb gh·e the glorious hues to
chnrnctet·, and neglect of any one of these.
and such like, at·e certain, if .uncorrected,
to pnt. a stain upon character which in
time will prove fatui. Little neglects, little sins, ns they are called, though they bt'
unknown to thQSe nenrest and dearest to
us, will eat into and corrode character
untii finally in ruin and wreck we will
lnment unavailingly our irreparable loss.
There is a warning in the incident of an
Arabian princess:
An Arabian princess was once presented
by her teacher with an Ivory casket, not to be
opened for a. year. The time came at lastand lo! on the satin lining lay a shroud of rust;
the form of something beautiful, but the beauty
gone. A note said: "Dear pupil, learn a lesson.
This trinket had only a spot of rust; by neglect
It has become the ·useless thing you now behold. So a little stain on your character will,
by inattention and neglect, mar a bright and
useful life, and In time leave only the dark
shadow of what might have been. Place herein
a jewel of gold, and after many years you will
find It as sparkling as ever."

CORRECTION

Concerning a catechism which appeared
in these columns in n communication from
Rev. C. E. Cornell we have received a
communication from a party denying that
said document was a Socialist catechism.
Desiring to be perfectly fair, we quote as
follows from this communication. Newell Fields, of Santa Barbara, Cal., says:
"We sent that article (of Rev. C. E. Cornell's) to the Christian SocialiJJt 1 of Chicago, who returned us an eye-opening letter, after n thor<Wgh research, with the
pririlege of using any part of it." This
letter
referred to, signed by Wm. H.
We firmly believe that in almost every InWatts,
contnins the following: "The alstance the effectiveness of public worship could
be Increased to a surprising degree If all who leged Socialist catechism is not a Socialassemble were to do so only after fervent ist catechism at all, but an atheist. cateprayer for God's presence and blessing In con·
nectlon with the service, and If they were to chism. Who 'Geringer, of Chicago,' is,
spend the momenta while the people were we ha ,.e no menns of knowing. There is
gathering In reverent thoughtfulness and In no such concern in the classified list of the
silent expression of desire for the help of the Chicago telephone directory, latest ediSpirit. Few preachers but have felt that on tion, either under 'Printers' or 'Publishsome occasions the service was a drag; that
something essential to true worship was lack- ers.' We never heat·d the name before,
Ing; while at other times they have been able and the largest Socialist publishing house
to pray and to preach as though their Ups had in America does not mention 'The Little
been touched with a coal from off the altar of Catechism' in their catalogue.... The
God. The reason oftentimes for the coldness
catechism in question does not have the
and formality of a senlce i1 to be found In the
endorsement
of and is not used by any
absence of the 1plrlt of reverence and prayer
Socialist
organization."
on the part of those- who listen.
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21. Would you join n Sabbath school
orchestra 1
22. Is there nny "speciul'' work 11ot
liE\". C. E. COU:-\El.J,
named here that you feel thnt ron rnn do
A Christian church member, to main- for the ndrnnce1;wnt of the ~hurrh nnd
tain any degree of spiritual lift~ and de- the kingdom of Christ~
Yelopment, must. be actire in some line
Many of these questions rnn be anof church acth·ity. ·A me1·c spasm of efswered
"yes'' or "no." Pravednllv fill
fort is not eno11gh.- . We must han! men
out
this
blank nnd hand to your p~stor.
and women who haven ''ision of advanced
Of
cours·
e
, just filling out the blank will
effort in the interest 9£ the lcingdom of
not
be
sufficient,
btit it will gi,•e the pnsGod, and who will sele~t twmet!ting that
tor
an
idea
of
whnt
might J.x> nrcomplislwd
he or she can do, and then do it.
by
end1
membe1·
of
the
chm·ch.
To this end, suppose pastors should
Let
the1·e
be
no
drones
in the mnks of
submit a series of qu~.>stions nbout as folthe
Nu:mrenes.
With fire, ferror nnd
lows:
faith, we must. win.
1. Will you do something up to the
limit of your ability and sh·ength 1
"I would be wnklng, Lor!!.
Eucb duy, ·~ncb hour, for Thee:
~· If assigned to a duty will you try to
A~Rurell thut thuH 1 wult Thee \n•ll,
Whenc'er 1'hy cowing be."
do 1t?
3. Would you teach a Sabbath-school
SOME ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF
class 1
TITHING
4. Have you time, strength and disposition to go ont nnd get a class of your
L. H. liU:'IlPIIREY
own, n new classY
\Ve ought surely to do ns mneh 11s they
5. Do you think you can do "person- did in the olden times under the law.
al" work for Christ? That is, approach- Their light was dim and their privileges
ing the unsa "ed with tact and intelli- were poor as compared with the noonday
gence?
glare of this twentieth centt11·y nge. The
6. Could you work about the nltnd light of six tlwwmnd )'CIII'S of God's denJThat is,• are. you. capable of lendin"e an ing with meu is pouring in upon us. We
earnest mqmrer mto the way of life?
hare their experience~ theit· successes, and
7. HaYe you e"er had any special their exhortations to nid ns nncl spur ns
training for either personal or (lltar work? onwa1·d. God wns not false to His prom-8. Would you make an effort to call ises to them, surely He will honot• His
upon fire persons (especially stl'llngers) 'Vord to us.
Cnn you suggest nny otlwr method
each month for one year, sb·ength and
which
has proven itself to he a greater
health permitting, inviting them to the
success
than the one laid down in the
chnreh ~
Bible?
I feel sure t.hat none will e,·e1· be
9. Have you ever hnd any experience
n.ble
to
stand
t.he test.. All that I hare
in open air meetings~
ever heard of have pl'Ored n lamentable
10. Do you believe in this class of
failure ns compared with the scriptural
Christian work?
method.
11. Hare yon the strength, time and
We nre stewn.rds of this world's goods.
disposition to help hold open air meetGod expeds-ns to be honest. Tithing is
ings~
a good test of onr honesty. A. clerk who
12. Suppose · we organize "shop meet- is dishonest is soon discovered in his trickings" to be held at t.he noon hour, once ery, discharged in disgrace and punished
a week, or more often, could yon be there for his cupidity. The doings of a partner
to help if notified in time~
who is untrue to his fellow pnrtner soon
18. Could yon nddl.'('ss working men nt lead to n. change in the business managea shop meeting?
ment. Can we hope to ~njoy the fellow14. Could you sing with others at a ship of ,Jesus if we nre dishonest and keep
back the part that especially belongs to
shop meeting Y
15. Could you sing a solo or help in a Him~ He is wonderfully kind and greathearted to even talce us into the business
Quet at a shop meeting~
16. Could you play any Jcind of n mu- with Himself, furnish nll the capital, most
sical instrument with some degree of skill of the implements of the inrlnstry, nnd n
large per cent of the labor and experience;
nt a shop meeting~
then to place nihe-tenths of the income in
17. If asked to take charge of one or our hands for om· maintenance and for
more shop meetings a week, would you do further inl'estments is certain1v n most
so, securing speakers, singers, music, etc.~ magnificent and unheard of· business
18. Do you rend music 1
proposition. Does it not look to you that
19. Could you sing in a church choir¥ the person who would keep hack a part of
Would you do soY
Jesus' share-the remaining tenth-must
be
extremely shortsighted and unspeak20. Can you play any kind of a musical
ably
low and selfish in his soul!
instrument that would fit well into a SabWise business men are very careful of
bath school orchestra¥
USING THE UNEMPLOYED OF
THE CHURCH
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thei1· credit. They seek to kel'P it good
with the puLiic, the bunk~ n1Hl the wholesale house. Should we not ket•]l our credit
good with the Almighty 1 Can we expert Him to honor our pnpe1· if we do
not? I fear this is one great l'Pnson why so
mnny prayers go to protest. They nre sent
Lack unpaid. Why? Yom· eredi t. is no
good. Pay up nnd mnkt' n nell' eontrnet
with the bnnk of hPnren nll(l tlwn do
stl'llight business in the fnhll'e nnd you
will be surprised nt tlw wuy flod wili
honor your prayers. Yon <'llll get nny
amount. of e1·ed it when the fil'lll becomes
nssured that. you ure thoroughly relinbl(•.
You snv. '·I nm in tleht.~· rt•rr 'wll.
You hnd better pay the Lon! first.' Yom·
obligation to Him is n prefe1Ted irHit:>btt~d
ness. The \'en' best wnr in tlw world to
ke<'P out of d~bt is to l~eep clenr of deht
to Him and then von will han' His fn,·or
on nll yon do. His blessing is worth a
t housnnd times more in thl' wn~· of snc(•ess than your selfish methods nnd His
curse. See Malachi 3: 10, 11.
''Bring ye all tine tithes into the storehouse! thnt there mny be ment in mine
house, und 1wm·e me now herewith, snith
the Lord of Hosts1 if I willuot open you
the windows of henren nml poul'. you out
a hleRsing Ulllt thert> sh-nll not be room
enough t~1 receire it."
".And I will rebuke th(' dcrourer for
youi· sakl's, nnd he shall not destroy the
fruits of your g1·ound; neithe1· shnll your
rine cast her fruit before the time in the
field, suith the Lord of Hosts. 1'
nt:OJ,.\ Nil, CAJ,,
"Go out, God will go In;
Dh• thou. nnd ll't lllm live;
B(• not., nn<l He will be; .
Wnlt., null He'll nil tlllngs give.''

PREACH THE

'Vono

II Timothy 4: 2
,J. H. YANCE

The nbore text was Paul's solemn
chnrge to Timothy, nnd wns given by divine inspimtion from God, who also said
thnt the time would come when people
would not endure sound doctrine. If ever
there wns a time when God's culled ministrv should sound out the Word it is nt
th'is present tio1e. The pulpits of the
various churches nre being filled with men
who are seeking to please the 1wople by
smooth sayings, something to cove1· up sin
instead of preaching the Word of God.
Thousands of souls are being blinded by
these fnlse prophets, who n1·e crying
pence, pence, wh('n there is nJ) pE>nce.
The mnn who stands in the pulpit today
and declares the whole counsel of God,
nnd cries out. against the popular sins of
the day, is looked upon as being a heretir
bv these false teachers and their followe1·s.
God's Word is true; they will not endure
sound doctrine. The preaclwr who cries
ont against card playing, the1\tre going,
worldly amusements of all kinds, church
entertainments, and the dh'orce and re-

HERALD OF llOLINESS

1'.\GE SIX

marriage quest.ion, will sm·ely run np
against oppositiC}n fFom WOI'"ld-1-<w-i-ng,
}Jleasure-seeking, Christ-rejecting, HolyGhost-opposing professors. I pray that
God will give His called and anointed
ministry the com'nge and grace to stand
nnd cry out ugninst the modern sins of
this nge, by declaring the whole counsel
of God, and preaching His Word, whether they will hear or forbear.
The 1Vord preached in 1m·e will find its
way to the hearts of honest people. The
people do not need abusing, but they do
need to know the "thus saith the Lord."
I find thnt when God's Word is explained
to them in lore, many will receive it into
their hearts, nnd pray through to victm·y.
The gospel of ,Jesus Christ is still the
}Jower of God unto salvation to Het·y one
thnt beliHeth. Rom. 1: lG. It is nlso thesword of tlw Spirit, nnd will cut to the
heart of those who lwnr it! if it is prendwd
in the power of the Spirit.
What this world needs today is Holy
Ghost-filled men who will go forth to
}ll'ench God's "'ord at any cost. The mnn
who seeks to please the people is nn nntrne
sen ant of Jesus Christ. Gal. 1 : 10. It
is this man-ph.•n sing spirit thnt has been
the downfall of thousnnds of pt·en<.'hers
who sought to enHle criticism nnd censure from the people, and hnve dis1)lensed
God, and grieved the Holy Spirit by their
unfaithfulness to declare the whole counsel of God.
Again I sny! preach the Word, fot· in it
God has gin.'n unto ns the word of reconciliation. Whnt we need today is men
who will declare the terrors of a broken
law to the sinner until he gets so conYicted
of his sinful life that he will go through
the ordeal of repentance, t.nke the buck
track, and straighten up all that is within
his power, amend the wrongs he hus done,
and pray through until he gets the witness
of the Spirit that God, for Christ's sake,
has pardoned him of all his past sins. The
preacher who fails to hold his srekers to
repentance b~r godly SOI'l'OW, confession,
prayer and fnith, will have n lot of shallow professions, and such will not stnnd.
Pt·ench the word of repentance until men
repent and cry tp God for met·cy, and get
the experience of regeneration, which
makes them new creatures in Christ .Jesus.
But don!t stop here; begin next to preach
on the fall of man, showing the wol'ldngs
of the carnal mind, and that the old man
must be crucified as the only safeguard
against backsliding. Jude says we at·e to
contend for the fuith that was once de·
li\'ered to the saints; so this means that
we mttst preach holiness as n second work
of grace. llut H we tell the people t.hat
holiness is n requisite for hennn, we will
ngnin find that they will not eudure sound
doetTine.
·
Shull we ease np, nnd gi re them something thut soothes the conscience, und co,·ers over the sins of mPn's Jives? I snv no!
But let ns inst.end let the gospel ·plow
down n little dE.'eper, and uncm·er sin of
every for1\1. It will cause n stir, but Paul
says to pt'Nlch the Wonl. and by the help
of God the wrfter of this nrtic!e nwnns
to stay with . Oocl's · Word, nncl gixe the

people God's terms of reconciliation
whether they win heat· or forbear. So I
am studying to show myself approved of
God, a wol'lnnan that needeth not to be
ashamed.
"Art thou stricken In llfe"H bnttle?Mauy wounded round thee moun;
Lav!Rh on th eir wounds thy balsam.
. .And thut holm ahall heul thine . own."

THE MAIN LINE
E. M. ISAAC

We must stav on the main 1ine if we are
to mnke .long· rnns successfully. Sidetracks are short at best, and are used
largely for empty cars. The fast trains.
beat·ing valuable express packages and
registered mail have no time to stop on
the side-track. Before nny trnin can get
on a side track it must stop and do some
switching, thus lose valuable time. If
they hare any useless or ~~bad order" cnrs
they must put them on the side truck, for
that is one of the pnrposes of haring snch
a track.
Then again, the main line always has
two l'U·ils. One mil will not do. There
has been some experiment of late with a
one-rn il tmck, but th~y hHe not succeeded
in getting the right balance. If they run
fnst enough they might get- along for a
time, but there is always a. nervous feeliug
because of the fact that there is but one
rail. Others hn,·e thought that it might
be well to lmve three rails, but that was
given np some time ago. It incren!'>ed the
friction, and made it necessary to have
more wheels, hence more machinery, and
more to get out of ot·der. Bnt the two
rails are just right. We need and must
have the two rails of regeneration nnd
entire sanctification. All we need on these
is high-pressure boilers, a good supply of
the water of salvation, arid underneath,
the fire of the Holy Ghost. Water and
fire is a fine combination. Both are necessary if steam is to be produced. Then
there must be pressure. The safety valve
must be screwed down to the point of one
hundred and sixty-five pounds to the
· squnre inch if the engine is to pull a heavy
load. Of course if you simply want to
blow the whistle, five pounds will do. So
many want to blow the wl1istle, and they
seem to think that if they do, It is evidence
that they have hig\1 pressure in the boiler.
You can't fool an old engineer that way.
When engineers want to make a hard
grade they often screw down the safety
valve ·so they can carry more pressure.
Some people see~ to think they ought to
let it up and blow otf steam instead of
confining it to the boiler. Steam that escaped through the whistle- ne~er -pulled a
train, bnt when it passed through the
cylinder there was a disturbrmce among
the wheels, and things began to move.
They never pilt nn engine on the main
line without high pressure in the boiler.
Oftt•n whPn the flues leak, and the pre.'isure gets low. and the trnin stalls, they
put the engine on the side-track for repairs, or to be pulled into the ronndhm1se
to be fixed. Sometimes high pressure
engines are side-tracked because of hotboxes. This is the rt>sult of not hn ving
erei'Y joumal properly oiled. The wise

engineer is as careful to have oil as he is
to have water and fire. He knows that to
have high pressure in the boiler, and start
things going at a great rate of speed without oil will result in serious disaster. So
if the engine is to remain on the main line
it must be properly oiled. How many at·e
today on the side-track in the holiness
movement because the oil t•an out~ and
they tried to run without it, and the boxes
became a blaze of fire, the bearings wet·e
destroyed, and the pnssengers alarmed,
nnd the brakes were applied so that the
people could get off; for who wants to
ride on a train when all the bearings are
on fire 1 Fire is essential, but it must be
in the fire-box and not on the hearings.
Some do not. seem to know the difference,
nnd think thnt fire on the bearings will
do ns well, but yon cnn not comince tlie
pnsengt>rs of it, and they will not stay on
the trnin.
Our need today is ~rood engines mnde in
the machine-shop of henwn, high pressure boilers, clenr wat£>r that will not
foam, good gospel coal ignited by the
Holy Ghost, the safety valve screwed
down to at least one hundred and sixtvfive pounds to the square inch, plenty ~f
oil on the bearings, the throttle wide open,
for the road we travel is all up-grade.
Put this kind of an engine on the main
ling of two good steel rails and you can
couple on a long train which it will deliver on time in the Grand Union Depot
of the skies.
Not nnmes
And great
In heaven's
As noblest

In gold emblazoned here,
and good confessed,

Immortal scroll appear

and as best."

THREE OLD \VELLS
S. L. FLOWERS

"And Isaac digged again the wells of water,
which they had dlgged In the days of Abraham
his father; for the Philistines had · stopped
Abraham: and he
them after the death
called them after the names by which his
father had called them." Gen. 26: 18.

or

Wawr is needed in heaven, earth and
hell. And God has supplied an abundance of it in heaven and earth, but Mne
for hell. There the constant cry for wnte1;
to cool the parched tongne, i~ only met
with: "Son, rememl.wr," and the scoffs of
the black-winged demons of the pit.
No matter where you go in this world,
where you see houses, people, stock and
herds, you know there is water. Thongh
there may not be a rh·er in sight, you
know there must be water where there is
life,. for jn the absence of water, life soon
dies out.
Abrnhnm wns a great well-digger.
Wherever he went he dug a well and built
an altar. Isaac his son also dug wells
and unstopped those his father had
digged, and which hud been stopped up
by the Philistines. Shame on those uncircumcised heathen I Why should they
stop the wells W Was it because they had
no part in digging them i or was it because they hated the one who digged
them, because he was a mali of God, and
they children of the devil~ I dare say the
latter.
You have no doubt met folks of this
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Ghar.acter. Notl1ing was of uny 'Consequence unless they hnd ut lenst n hund in
the doing of it. They spent their time in
stopping or trying to stop the wells digged
by others; and while they were not able
possibly to entirely stop the wells, they
succeeded in hindering the work nnd undoing a gt·ent deal of good that might
hnre stood, if they hud kept hands off.
The three old wells of our subject, howeveto., are not those digged by human
hands alone, bnt nre nevertheless wells
from which thirstv millions have slnked
their thirst; nnd "where there is plenty
more and to spare. They are, first, n well
of Scripture, second, a well of prayer, nnd
third, a well of experience. Three old
wells of salvation.
First, n well of Scripture. Genesis
gi,·es no nceount of any well in the Cinrdt'n
of Eden. There was a rb·er of pure wnt('r
there. The water was nil on the sm·fnce,
cool and limpid, not n microbe ot· poison·
nus insect in it. The young couple plneed
there ns gardeners could drink of its life~iving drnught nnd fear nothing.
In
Paradise restored, of which John theRe\'·
elator gives 11s n glimpse, there is no well,
but a pure river of water, cleur as crystal,
proceeding from the throne of God. 'l'he
tree of life on either side with its twelrc
manner of fruits, nnd whose leaves are for
the healing of the nations. Thank God
for the tz·ee of life now! What will it be
when we are permitted to stand under
the shnde of its he:rrenly bonghs, Rnd ent
of its ft·uit 1 Then we will be free ft·om
the mnny things earthly, that now so
mnn.y times mar our happiness. Then,
there will be no bitter mixed with our
sweets. The sweets will come unadnltet'·
at.ed. Glory to His precious nume, for·
e\·er and eyer.
The very presence of a well indicates
there is something the mnttet'. The _wnter
that God intended should flow on the sur·
face is hid, no doubt because of man's sin,
and you have to work and dig to get it.
And just so, the Yery presence of this book
we call the Bible, is an evidence of sin in
the world. The Bible is n well, und there
is much that is earthly about it and yon
have to dig down into it to find the hidden
vein of living water.
Fifteen hundred years was this old well
in digging. Moses struck the first blow
and John the lnst. Ererv one was ordE.>red
by the Lord, and every obedience to its
commands and eYery plea for its pt·omises
will be rewarded bv the Lord. This is a
wonderful well, v;ry deep In fact so
deep that no mortal mnn has ever found
bottom. Some have found water in abun·
dance, yen, even to spare, but none hn,re
found bottom. Many do not go down far
enough to find water, and return saying
there is none. We even have men nowadays who haYe declared that the old Book
is not inspired because they have dipped
down with thrir little critic11l scoops, not
daring to go deeper thnn the first layer
of stones and dirt, and have decided,
therefore, that God did not inspire the
writings. If they had only let the One
who inspired it into their hearts before
they undertook the task, their report
would have been far different.

As incredible us it l!•IIY seem, there
nre some who would try to stop fhts blessed old well. They write, preuch nnd lnbor
ugainst it, but it still stands. Thnnk God!
Instead of being a lot of "old wives' fables," ns some claim, it is the best <h·ink
that n poor, fallen man ever took.
Here is a man for whom death holds
nothing but dread. To him the end of this
life means the beginning of terror. He
drinks of this blessed old well, luys down
in pence, and dies with hehven writtPn nll
m•er his once sad face. Is this not enough
to persuade anyone to leare the well open?
The trouble is, it is too plain-spoken. It
reaches the rery innermost thoughts of
mnn, and this is not nt nil acceptable to
one who does not intend to straighten up
his life.
Second, n well of prayer. There is n
crystal ocean up there in hen wn, fmm
which we cnn dmw to om· heart's contt'nt,
if only we wi11 pay the price and go
through with the Lord. How mnny of us
fail to drnw us we should, nnd tht'rehy
go lean in our souls, and unable to help
the one who is needing our help. Yon
have seen in the old we11s of the t'ust,
two buckets on a chain, one going down
and the other up, brim full of cool, refreshing water. It is the same with the
Christian nnd his pmyer, only thnt the
buckets go up empty and come buck fulL
The empty buckets are his prayers going
to heaven, und the full one!S are the an·
swers coming from the throne of God
full of sparkling, life-giving blessing thnt
He only is able to give. The golden chain
that carries the buckets whose links nre
the promises of God, is propelled by the
windluss of prayer and fnith. The more
we turn, the more we will get from the
Lonl.
The early church did not have very
much of this world's goods. They had
no steepled churches, pipe organs~ paid
choirs, high salaried pastors or mnltimillionnires to her support, but thank God l
she !mew how to draw from the well of
prayer, and when they went to prayer the
Spirit of the Lord began to work upon
the hearts of the people, nnd something
was done in the way of salvation of
precious souls. The great trouble with the
church today is that she does not take this
matter to heart as she should. It means
vnstly more than muny think to belong
to the blood-washed few. There nt·e but
few, comparatively speaking, these dn.ys,
who are willing to pay the price nnd go
through. We are constantly praying to
the Lord to send us showers of refreshing, when all we need is the grip of faith
that willlav lwld of the promises of God,
and draw from the great ocean of His
love. We can flood the whole land with
the very thing we are crying for and are
not getting. May God wake His people
up to a sense of their privileges, and help
us to take adYantnge of them when we
have discovered them.
Mnny young men nnd women grow up
to honor God and the church, and in early
life are careful to give reverent attention
to these things, but when at school they
hear from the professors that it is no use
to go against t.he laws of nature; that the

Lord Himself could not intedere without viotnting thtse la-ws. ~hey relate lww
the Lord made the world ami. set it spinning, and now lets it w<wk nut.omntically:
how that fire will bum, water drown and
poison kill: und thn t it. .is no use t.o try to
oret·come any of these, eitht>t' b~· pt•,_tyet·
or nny effort on olll' part. If the thxee
Hebrew children were cast into the fii'e
in these days of scientific t'esent·ch, :mel
psychological phenonwnn, t1ll're woulrl be
nothing left of them except three ci1Hll'l'S.
If Daniel should happen to be cast into n
lion's den, it would be the last of Dnnie!.
If Jonah should chnrtce to fall into the
jaws of a monster whale in this arlrnnced
nge, it would be the lust pQ,ge in the history of his rebellious life. The laws of
nntnre, in these days, nre ent·ything. If
I should let go this book, in obedience to
the law of gl'nvity, it will fall i I can inh'l'fHlse my humanity and stop it~ but God
enn~t. The great God who is the author
of all law, in this case would be mmoe
helpless thnn I, one of His creatures.
Yes, there are those who would stop
this blessed old well of prayer, but as they
have failed in their effort to stop the well
of Scripture, so will they fail in this.
There always hns been, in the history of
the church, n few who have known this
glorious secret, nnd in spite of the strenuous effort of the skeptics to hinder, hnre
left behind them "footprints in the sunds ·
of time," that hn,·e blessed and helped
thif; old world to get nearer to its God.
Mny the dear Lord increase their number.
Third, a well of experience. Christianity is not a creed, o. code, or a mere mental
affair. It is n life hid with Christ in God,
a life of "true holiness." Thank God,
there is such n thing as living up to one's
testimony, nnd glorifying God in the life.
It is a well from which we not only draw
to our own soul's health and comfort, but
those who have no supply of their own
muy draw and be sa.~isfied. If there were
more wells of exper·ience in place of somP
of the rivers of testimony there would be
rast.ly more good done in the world.
There are mnny wnys whereby this well
may be stopped. We mention the rnnin
one: that of disuse. In the Old Testament we are told that "with joy shall ye
drnw water out of the wells of salvation."
Isn. 12:3. But Jesus told the woman of
Samaria that "the water that I shall give
him shall be in him a well of wntel' springing up into Herlnsting life." This is the
artesian well experien'Ce. These wells get
their water suppl~· from the far-nwny
hills, clear out of reach of the enemy. ~ o
danger of poisoned water here. The source
is hidden. and the foree is such that it
throws off everything dropped into its
mouth. Glory to God for the artesiRn well
experience !
Beloved~ let's unstop the wells nnd give
agnin to this lost und ruined wol'ld the
water of a holv life that it so mueh needs.
The time is h~t·e when it takE's more gmce
to stand than it ever hus. and most folks
are using all they get for ·themselves. This
ia not necessary, though, if we dmw from
God's great storehouse in the skies; from
the three old wells of snh·ation.
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face of Moses, "did you ever happen to pass
a looking glass as you rose ol'l' your knees
after an unusually long or unusually close
season alone with God? Then you must have
been startled and delighted to see that your
plain, dull, old, and haggard race was for
I I • • I I I I • I I I I • I • I I • • I I • I I I • • • • • I I • • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ...... I • I • I
the moment positively youthful and beautiful. Or, again, you mnst often have seen
beauty specialist. The eminent protographer two young lovers · just parting, and, as one
\VILLY's SECHET
Is Mr. Mendelssohn, of London, who has of them passes you, you turned and looked
"Mamma, I've a secret," Willy said;
been taking the public Into his confidence. after him, for his face so shone out upon
"Tell lt then before you go to bed."
In the course of a most readable article, be you. It was the light of heaven that filled
"Take me in your arms first, mamma ·deat·." says that "one of the best evidences for his heart, coming out at his face. In Par"Well, sir, now the secret let me hear."
religion Is the type of face that the essen- adise, Dante tells us, the more they love the
"Will you promise, mamma, not to tell?" tfally religious life produces." Now think more they shine. In heaven you will recog"Ay, sir, and I'll keep my promise well."
of that for a moment as coming from a pro- nl~e and discover the great lo\•ers of God
"In a whisper I must tell it low."
fessional student of physiogomy. "One and of man by the exquisite beauty of their
"Well, you rogue, your secret let me know." of the best evidences for religion Is the type faces.
His name shall be In their fore"Are you sure you'll keep It safe and of face that the essentially religious life heads."
sound?''
I began with a true story. I shall close
produces." Have we not here a rare side"Ay, so safe that It shall not be found."
light on the text that puzzled little Mar- with one. It happened one day that a party
"Then bring nearer to my mouth your ear." gery? "His name shall be In their fore- of monks were studying the Book of Rev"Now, then?"-"Hush! I love you, mamma heads." Of course It shall.
elation. When the reading was completed
dear!"
Now for the beauty specialist.
He was they discuesed with each other the most
"Oh, you rogue, I'll shake you now-I will!" asked the other day bow to make the mouth enticing description of heaven ·that the chap"Shake away-but I shall love you still."
truly beautiful, and to keep Its lines per- ters contained.
"I like this," said an aged brother, who
fect, and this was his reply: "No mouth," he
-Ida Fay.
said, "can show chronic discontent and had known great grief: "'God shall ·.l'ipe
fretfulness, and retain the slightest claim to away all tears from their eyes.'"
THE BHANDEO BROW
"And I should choose this," exclaimed angood looks. Many women don't realize It,
I shall begin this article with a story, but the mouth 115 the most expressive feature other, who knew what It was to wage conand a true one at that. It was a Sunday of the face. Character marks it as It marks tinual warfare against evil forces within" 'To him that overcometh will I grant to
evening. The old minister had just returned no other feature. Of course, a girl can't
sit
with me on my throne.'''
change
her
whole
personality,
but
she
can
from church, and sank, tired out, Into the
"Ah," said a quiet young monk, who had
cosy armchair by the fireside. His little look In the glass every day and say, 'Am I
granddaughter, Margery, was allowed to sit getting set, cross lines about my mouth?' not yet spoken, "but there Is none equal to
up late on Sunday evenings that she might 'Has It a drooping, dfecontented expression?' this: 'His servants shall serve him, and they
have a talk with grandpa before she went If so, she can conquer that expression, and shall see his face, and his name shall be In
to bed. This was the treat of the week. And maybe, In doing so, she will get rid of some their forehead.' "
That quiet young monk was Thomas a
not to Margery alone, for the old man knew of the discontent that causes lt. I'm not
no relaxation more refreshing, after the ar- talking now about the 'noble discontent' Kempls, whose '!Imitation of Christ" stands
duous labors of the pulpit, than to take the with evils that can be remedied-that doesn't for all time as one of the chlefest treasures
wee girlie upon his knee, and let her prattle bring ugly lines-but of the morbid, useless of the church's devotional literature. Thomto her heart's content. But this evening her discontent that some cherish. There Is small as a Kempls knew what It was to have been
tiny brow was clouded. A problem baffled use In applying toilet creams, massage, and Initiated Into the Brotherhood of the Brandall that, U a girl permits her mouth to take ed Brow.-Australlan Christian World.
her.
on the lineS' o( _morbid _Discontent. I say
"What Is It, la!U!le_?" asked the minister.,
'' I've been reading about heaven, grandpa, this, although I make my living by those
ON THE TROLLEY CAR
while you were at church, and there's one same toilet creams and massage2."
Have
not
these
two
witnesses-the
phoShe
was such a sweet-faced, motherlything I can't make out. My Bible says that
there shall be no sickness. nor sadness, nor tographer and the masseur-amply verified looking old lady, that more than one passensighing In heaven. I like that. And it says the exposition which the old minister gave ger looked at her with something like envy.
that those who are there shall never hunger to little Margery? Do we not choose the There was a fresh color In her cheeke and
nor thirst; and I understand that. But it lords that shall have dominion over us, and her white hair was tucked smoothly away
says that 'His name shall be In their fore- straightway grave their names upon our under a black bonnet trimmed with purple
flowers. By her side were an umbrella and
heads,'
What does that mean, grandpa? foreheads? There is no doubt about lt.
I was writing In this strain when I picked a basket covered with a snowy cloth. The
Who will write the name of Jesus on their
up, quite casually, a copy of the Missionary car going to the city was soon crowded and
foreheads?"
Herald. I was soon arrested by an article a tall boy In shabby clothes took the vacant
"Why, they will write It themselves, of by Miss Shekleton on "The. Uplift of Woman seat beside her.
course, girlie."
In China." She writes most graphically of
The little old lady looked at him. She
"Write It themselves, grandpa! But how'?" the physical transformation which the love noticed the sad, gloomy eyes and the some''Why, Margery, we are every day writing of Christ can bring about on the clouded what reckless expression on the young face.
the names of our masters on our foreheads. faces of China's daughters. And, In sup"Going to the city?" sbe asked In friendly
Some people make a sad mistake and serve port of her own statement, she quotes from fashion, and with a smile.
sin and sin stamps Its seal on their faces. "a critical non-missionary outsider."
In
The boy started. His thoughts had been
Some serve care, and care brands their "Changing China," this gentleman writes: far away and not pleasant ones. "Yes," he
foreheads with deep wrinkles. Health, an"The radiant peace and uplift of soul I answered 110mewhat gruffly, but she did not
ger, hate, love. jealousy, joy all set their have seen on some Christian faces ·reveal seem to notice it.
mark upon the faces of those who follow what a moral treasure the Chinese have kept
"So am I," she said. "There's a big Sunthem. And those who love the Lord Jesus, locked up all these centuries.
day-school convention there today and SarMargery, and walk with 'Him, and do His
"I do not wonder that villagers took a ah Ann, she's the married daughter who
will, write the name of their dear Master certain salnUy woman to be 'some relative lives with me, said: 'Now, rna. here's your
In th.elr fnreheads. They can not help it." of God.' As In foot unbinding, so In mind chance. You can go to that convention just
And Margery looked silently, wonderingly, unbinding, the missionaries have been the as well as not. You're always talking up
up Into her grandfather's face. She glanced pioneers.
Sunday-schools. Now's your opportunity
at the shock of grey hair that, like a crown
"To judge from the beatific expression on to get Into a real live convention and see
of glory, circled the old man's brow, She the faces of certain converts I have met, tbe bow other people do things.'"
gazed tenderly upon that splendid face and gospel means to them what the opening of
The little old lady looked at the gloomymassive forehead, so expressive to ber of the hatches of a captured slave-ship meant faced lad again.
everything that was noble and beautiful and to the wretches pent up In Its hold."
"I took It," she went on happily, "though
true. And then she cried, "I think I underBut we have strayed a long way. from It was a real busy time, and I had settln'
stand now, grandpa!" flung her arms about
)tens to look after, and hens just orr with
his neck, ltiesed him, and scampered orr to home. We need not have gone to China. little chickens. I calculated that they could
Principal
Forsyth
says
that
Roman
Cathbed.
olicism develops a certain peculiar cast or stand it for one day. I thought to myselt
Margery had solved a profound problem . . face that can be picked out on the street. that I'd better take Sarah Ann'R advice,
There Is nothing arbitrary or artificial And surely every minister and every city beln' as this convention don't come but once
about that process. It ls perfectly natural missionary-If they have worked with their a year. so I brought my lunch along and I'm
and easy and simple. The brand upon the eyes wide open-can recall countless In- going to put In ·a full day.''
brow Is not placed .there by others. We stances of a very gracious and wonderful
She lifted the snowy cloth that covered
grave It ourselves. We choose the lords spiritual phenomenon. At the Water Street the basket.
and Mission, New York, the photographs of conwho shall have dominion over us;
"Have a sandwich and a doughnut?" she
everything else comes as a matter of course. verts are preserved. And In the published said hospitably, "Do now-1 brought plenty
Passion or purity, love or hate-serve whom record of that wonderful work a number of along.''
you will; but In process of Ume the name them are reproduced side by side with the
"Thank you." The gloomy-faced lad took
of your lord shall be found In your fore- same faces photographed .f\ve or · ten years them and put them In h\s pocket. He did not
head.
later. The change Is amazing, almost Inde- tell her that he had had no breakfast, and no
And now, having told my story, and scribable. What has happened!
Simply supper the night before; that he was out
pointed my moral-In the most orthodox and this: "His name Is written In their fore- of work and discouraged and unhappy; that
he had no place to lay his head. He did not
approved faehlon~I shall supboena a pair heads." That Is all.
"Did you," asks Dr. Alexander Whyte, of tell her that. Perhaps she guessed it. If
of witnesses. The flrst shall be an eminent
photographer, and the second a famous Edinburgh, In commenting upon the shining she did, she made no sign.
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The little old lady smiled at him with her
motherly eyes.
"Do you go to Sunday school?" she asked.
The lad looked at her.
"Not now-1 used to-<>nce, but I drifted
away. Got lt into my head that the teacher
didn't care much, so I left."
"Some teachers don't take much interest,''
remarked the little old lady, reflectively,
then she smiled.
"I've got a class ·or young · men about
your age," she added. "We have real good
times, too. They tell me all their worries,
and I tty the best I can to help 'em . . The
Sunday school is about half a mile from- ourhouse, and we go as regular as the Sunday
comes~ It's the best day of all, Sunday is
Onoe In a while I have 'em all come over,
and I make 'em candy and the boys crack
nuts and eat apples, and every summer I
always have a strawberry feast. They look
forward to that. But I'm getting old, and l
won't want to fall into a rut. That's why
I'm going to this conventlpij. 1f there are
any better ways of doing things than the
way I go about 'em, I want to know it. I
don't want my boys to get away from me."
The boy looked at her and smiled. His
first smile, for the world had looked dark
to him this morning. No one had given him
a kind word, no one seemed to care. What
was the use of trying to be good?
He
would give It up. At least, that was what
he had thought until he had seen the little
old lady with the purple flowers nodding on
her bonnet.
"I think your way of doing things must be
llrst-rate," he said with a boyish smile. (another one).
"I haven't thought much of
Sunday school or things like that these last
two or three years," he added, "but youyou kind or make one homesick for 'em.
There was one song, I remember, we used
to sing that I always liked. It was 'Onward,
Christian Soldiers.' "
The little old lady Baw the look In the
brown eyes. She reached over and suddeniy
took his hand.
"You'd better come back," she said gently,
"You won't find anything In the world as
satisfying as the religion of Jesus Christ.
It's the thing to live by and die by, too.
I've tried to serve Him for over forty years
and I ought to know."
There was a silence, then the little old
lady said softly:
"Your mother-Is she living?"
The boy shook ·his bead. "No, she's dead
-father, too, and I've made a mess of things.
Gone from one thing to another until now
I haven't a cent."
The little old lady looked at him reflectIvely.
The boy faced her.
"You needn't be afraid. I haven't done
anything wrong yet."
"Of course not," she answered heartily,
'and you're not goln' to either. You must
think there's no place In the world for you.
There Is."
She looked at him again.
"How would you like to come out to my
place and work for me?" she said. "We
need some one right now. No, I'~ not afraid.
There's something about you I trust.
"Thank you," said the Jail, still gruffly.
The car stopped.
"Well, here we are," said the little old
lady, cheerfully. "The convention is out
on Eleventh and Washington, but I'll be
here at six o'clock tonight. Will you meet
me here?"
The brown eyes met the anxious ones regarding him.
"Let me help you orr the car," he said
with a queer catch In his voice, and then
added gently, "Thank you, I'll be here."
He helped her board the car. then he
turned back and walked back to the station.
"Wasn't she good and thoughtful and
motherly!" whispered the boy. "She has
faith In me. Why shouldn't I have a chance?
Why shouldn't I make good? I've been discouraged and I've lost heart, but she's
given It back to me. She didn't pass me by.
She thought enough or me to give me a kind
word. I believe In her kind of religion. If
more Sunday school teachers were like her
there would be more boys reached and
saved.''
At elx she came down to the station. He
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was standing there waiting. "\Vas the convention good?" be asked.
"Good? It was great," she answered · with
the same cheerful voice. "And the singing,
oh, It was something tine to hear them sing."
And then she smiled. "They sang your song,
l'm going
'Qnward, Christian. Soldiers.'
back to do the best I can for our little country Sunday school,'' il.nd she smUed again.
"I've found out something. The city Sund&Y schools aren't doing It all. We turn
out more useful citizens, more men that do
things, more noted people,- than do the city
schools. Yes, sir, the little country Sunday
school Is doing a great work. I'm proud to
be connected with one. You see, we haven't
so much to take up our time as city people
have. Our Sunday school comes first with
us, and of course we succeed. We're not all
the time going to moving-picture shows and
theatres and dear knows what not. When
our work Is done you'll find us study~ng
our Bibles, and when you find folks studyln'
their Bibles, something is going to happen."
"I believe you," said the boy, soberly, and
then he added:
"Here comes your car."
He waited. "Would she ask him again?
Perhaps she had changed her mind." But
the little old lady looked at him with a keen
glance.
"Going back with me, are you?" she asked,
and then she added: "I meant what I said
this morning."
The boy smiled, and In the glow of It bow
young he looked, how different, for the light
of a new purpose shone In his eyes and radIated from his smile. Even the little old
lady did not at that moment realize the
great work she had done that day.
"Yes,'' he said, ' 11 am.''
He flushed a little.
'I'd like to belong to your Sunday school,"
he said humbly.-Chrlstlan Standard.

A RACE

FOR LILE

'-'-A man has been hurt by the cars across
the river, and needs my attention at once. As
the bridge has been washed away, my only
way Is to cross by boat. Who will row me
over?" And the village physician loolted
about among the crowd of boys swal'lnlng
the banks tor broken bits of wood lloatlng past.
No one answered at first, so he repeated
his question, and this time more earnestly.
At length one acted as spokesman.
"Mister, we can't stop now, as we are so
busy tilling our boats.''
Once more he asked the question, but met
with grim silence, and then derisive laughter.
"Does the gentelman think that we have
lost our wits that we we should leave our
work and run the risk of being capsized
In this muddy stream? I guess not."
ThEm a keen-eyed lad quietly approached
him. "My boat leaks, sir, or I would olfer
It to you.''
Th~ anxious look in the physician's face
was dispelled. "If you will ball, I will try
my hand at rowing, and possibly we can
make It before It Is too late."
It was a dangerous experiment under the
most favorable circumstances, with a high
wind blowing and the wreckage, moving
along, liable at any moment to block their
progress. But with a damaged boat added
to the other disadvantages, the dlfflcultles
were greatly Increased.
As they pushed out Into mid-stream, It
was found that the mud oozing In at the bottom or the boat had formed a plug fn · the
opening and stopped the leak.
"What Is your name, my young friend?'-'
asked Dr. Ray, as the boy propelled the boat
forward with swift strqkes.
"Wenley Baugh," was the respectful answer, as he accompanied his words with
bold dips of the oars.
"Is your mother living?" he asked.
"No, sir, she's gone to heaven, was the
reply, In a sad tone. Swallowing the Jump
that crowded Into his throat, be continued,
"I live with my father, and we two, we fish
mostly. Father went across the river this
morning to sell pickerel, and get orders
for more. He expects me to have a good
catch for tomorrow.
"Then you took the risk of olfendlng him
when you volunteered your services for
me!" queried the doctor.

on

...I suppose -so;'' rep-Hed I:M ~ \\:i~h q.uiet
courage.
"Well, I promise that you shall not lose
anything. We had best keep In the center
of the stream for a mile or so. By that time
it will be easier to land on tho other side,
as It Is not so swift there."
The wind was going down as the sun sank
into Its ocean bed, out of sight. The stars
began to sparkle from the big vaults abo\'e,
It was not so bard sailing now .
To relieve the Intense feeling of the boy,
Dr. Ray began: "Sometime you may come
and look through my telescope, If you want
to. Let us see how many stars we can
name. There Is the Big Dipper,'' and he
pointed to the constellation familiar to every
student of the sky. "The north star is the
center of the celestial sphere,'' he continued. "Venus, Jupiter, Saturn and 1\tars look
like stars, but they are planets and Ehine
with borrowed light. The stars are independent, like our stin.''
"Can you remember that bright star near
the handle of the ltlg dipper? It Is Capella,
very beautiful and brilliant. the brightest
star in that part of the sky."
Wenley forgot his troubles for a while,
as the doctor had meant that he should. and
rowed on In silence as the kind man pointed
out to him a few of the wonders of the great
dark depths overhead.
"Safe at last,'' exclaimed his new friend,
as they touched the bank and sprang on the
ground. Securely fastening the boat, the
two hurried away to the scene of the accident.
The unfortunate man bad been taken Into
the depot. There they found him on a hard
bench with two physicians working over
him.
A large vein had been cut and no one
had been able to staunch the flow of blood.
It was evident that the man was ~:rowing
weaker every moment.
With a brief word of explanation, Dr. Ray
unlocked his medicine chest and poured
some liquid from a vial Into the ghastly
bruise.
The flow of blood stopped In a short time.
Bandages had been previously placed 11bove
and below the wound. An unfermented· stlmulent was administered. Soon the heart's
action became normal and the deadly pallor of his face was replaced by a better
color.
All this time Wenley sat In the corner,
w·eeplng as If his heart was broken.
"What Is the matter? Is this man anything to you?" asked one of the attendants.
"He Is my father," sobbed the boy.
"Your father!" exclaimed Dr. Ray In surprise. "My boy, God will bless you for what
you have done tonight. In ten minutes we
would have been too late. He Is out ot
danger now. r will have him taken to the
hospital and see that he Is well cared tor.
Meanwhile, you can come horne with me
and I will give you work. Will you do It?"
It was Wenley's great opportunity. The
best of It was that be appreciated the kindnasa of the olfer.
"Yes, sir. I thank you more than words
cal'l tell for what you have done for my
father tonight, and what you have done for
me."
''He who lends a helping hand to another,
helps himself most,'' replied the doctorMiss Z. I. Davis, In Michigan Christian Advocate.

"Be sure your sin will find you out," Is
a warning that most of us va~uely refer to
such things as murder or defalcation, and
apply exclusively to other people.
which
But all sins fall under the same law. A llt
of temper, a lie, a bad habit, has to come to
judgment as well as a forgery. "Your sin"
-the warning Is for everybody, Individually
and personally. There is nothing hidden that
shall not be revealed.-Exchange.
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Emma sent her plate back three times to
be filled with turkey, and was helped bountltully each time. Finally. she was observed
to look regretfully at the unfinished portion
of her dinner.
"What's the troube, Emma?" asked Uncle
John. "You look mournful.''
"That's just the trouble," said Emma. "I
am more'n full,'' and then she wondered why
all the others laughed.

HERALD OF HOLINESS

J>AOE TEN

ToNALA, CmAPAS, MEXlco

The sick girl I wrote you about some time
ago was healed and I believe wanted to accept Jesus, but her father refused to allow
her. He is a strong belie:ver in spirits. He
claims she was healed by the witch-doctor,
upon whom the heathen look as a priest, and
worship him as such.
I still go to Grace Mission Station for
classes. The last time I came home in a
storm and at night. I got lost and thought I
would have to sit down till daybreak; however, after wandering around a long Ume,
I found my road and soon arrived home. At
present the grass is as high as one's head
and it Is a very easy matter to get lost even
In day time.
Earnestly requesting your prayers for this
work, I am yours In His glad service,
H. F. SCHMELZENBACH.
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NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT
MISSIONARY TREASURER
Jo'OREIGN ~IISSIO:SS
RooeiJ•h

In n letter rl!(:elved f1·om the Generul ll en!l·
f!UIIrt er s ut C hlcu~,:o, the followlug uews from

Mexico Is ll etull e•l:

In a letter just recently r.eceived from
Rev. C. H. Miller, he says: "Our communications of late have been very much out of
gear. I had not heard from the States for a
long time, and I suddenly received a bunch
of letters which had been a considerable
time in transit." He says he has ordered
Bibles for our Brother Francisco to use in
the colporteur work.
He makes a request for some of the largo
picture charts that are used in the infant
classes of our Sunday schools. He says they
will be very usefu l in opening the way for
conversations on Bible truths, and also in
presenting the truths that they portray to
the natives.
If you should be led to send him any, kindly address Rev. C. H. Miller, Tonala, Chiapas, Mexico, and be sure to prepay thorn.
Brother Mlller, in a letter to Brother Gay,
recently received, says-: "There is need of
a teacher at Tonala." He speaks of It as
being a splendid opportunity for some young
worker to get into the work.
From reports recelved of late It would
seem that the country Is in a very unsettled state, and in some parts missionuy
work would be carried on with great difficulty. How we long to see the doors open
for the free entrance of the only thing that
will ever brin!; rest and peace to this land
of unrest-the gospel of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. Let us unitedly pray to
this end.
..._
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"Thl' e)'es of the Lon! ure upo11 the right eous."

We are all well and pushing the battle
for God. The rains are hindering us just
now as it is raining almost every day.
I am still going from hut to hut and God
is letting me see a few things to make glad
my heart, as I go among them. Today an
old native woman about eighty years old
told me how she had found. the Lord. I
have visited her many times and talked to
her about God, but today she told me God
had entered her heart, and she said she
would give UIJ her Kaffir beer. When she
said thi s most all the people laughed and
she repli ed as she looked upon them with a
shining face. "You will see;" and then I
told them how Jesus Is able to take away
the desire for beer and give them a heart
that does not desire bad things. Do pray
for this old woman. She is not able to walk
to church.
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After years of sowing, praying, and waitIng, the Lord is most blessedly rewarding
our labors.
All through the district the heathen are
becoming dissatisfied with their idols and
are seeking the truth.
We have some blessed seasons dealing
with them In some villages.
Recently about twenty-five Christians of a
certain village have come to us and there
Is good prospect of practically the entire
village turning to the Lord. Yesterday we
visited them and found them very encouragIng in every respect.
Now these dear people can no more grow
in grace without a pastor and some place
to gather for worship, than our people In
America can. We very earnestly desire to
build a small chapel In this town of Manubai, so the Christians may have the means
of grace, and the heathen a beacon light.
It can also be used for a school room. Will
not some one of God's stewards furnish a
hundred dollars for this much needed chapel
and school room? The Christians in this
town are very poor, having given up some
of their means of livelihood for Christ's
sake, and are unable to assist except with
manual labor which they are ready to do. If
someone will supply the building we will
supply the pastor and teocher.
Also. three orphan children have come to
us during the past week and we expect
more. These, with two others whom we
have had for several months, are unsupported. Who will accept the blessing and
privilege of SU!lporting one of these five
"little lambs" at $20 per year? From these
come some of our preachers and eva n;ellsts, so we not only care for the fath er leEs
llut invest in Christian workers.
Brethren, take these on your hearts and
help us. We are certain the saints who can
not come to the front of the battle, expect
to supply the implements of war and the
commissary department, hence this urgent
appeal.
Send to E. G. Anderson, 6356 Eggleston
Ave., Chicago, Ill., or to the writer, stating
L. S. TRACY.
plainly what lt is for.
Buldana Berar, India.
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OLIVET ITEMS
Judging from the numerous letters of enquiry
that are constantly being received by us, It Is
evident that many people over the land ar<!
getting th e idea that Olivet must be an Ideal
place for residence and the training of a famIly; and certainly this is an opinion wellfounded . Here Is a most rich and beautiful
and health-favoring community. We are central, with the great cities of Chicago, St. Louis,
Louisville, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, and Detroit

surrounding us. Railroad facilt.ties are numerous and convenient for all directions. Our
population, constantly growing, is composed almost entirely of God-fearing people, the majority of whom are olassed as "holiness people."
Every deed for land has a clause forbidding
the manufacture or sale of tobacco or Intoxicating liquors In any form. During the year I
have been here I have not seen a single instance even of tobacco using. On the grounds

From Our Colleges
are posted signs, "No smoking;" and even visItors who may not be altogether In sympathy
with us have seemed to respect our rules, and
have refrained from the violation of them.
Practically all our citizens are constant churchgoers. It Is a beautiful sight to see them comIng from art directions as the University bell
calls to worship. Here are not a few evangelists and other ministers, Including two district superintendents, who make Olivet beadquarters, and almost every mall brings us Jettots from ministers who wish to settle here,

,JC~E
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llii·F-ticularly for the sake oLthe educational
and moral advantages of the place. Certainly
this Is an Ideal location for homes for these
who know how to appreciate the many good
things with which the Lord has blessed the
place. We are expecting a large Increase In
our good population by the opening of the
next school year, September lOth.
The campmeeting of the Chicago Central
District Is just opening with a very good attendance and an encouraging outlook. We are
somewhat stressed to furnish ac<!ommodations
for all who have written us that they Intend
coming for the camp and commencement,. and
many others will come who have not Informed
us. But we are not yet nonplussed, and feel
that our hearts and hands and homes are equal
to the proper care for all who w!ll come.
Dr. and Mrs. E. P. Ellyson are to be here.
the last of this month, to have general care
of the Interests of the university In the absence
of the president In attendance at assemblies
and campmeetings all over the country
throughout the summer.
Our catalogues for the school year of 191314 are now out and ready to mail to any address. on request. The new book Is a beauty,
and will evidence Improvement In our beloved
school.
We have just Installed a huge college bell,
the gift of the faculty and students.
Examinations are about over, and the school
will be out with the close of the camp meeting.
I wish all friends of Bible holiness could
drop In on us at Olivet, and see what the Lord
lias given us and Is offering them.
EDWARD F. WALKER, President I. H. U.

course. The SDirlt accompanied the Word and
an offering was taken for missions amounttng
to nearly three hundred dollars. In the afternoon and night the C. N. U. Missionary Society
rendered a delicious program, at the close of
which seekers came forwarll to the altar and
·some prayed through to victory.

CENTRAL NAZARENE UNIVERSITY
The commencement exercises of C. N. U.
came to a close on Monday afternoon, !\fay the
26th. The literary and musical programs rendered on Friday and Saturday nights were delightsome occasions and ~bowed a marked advancement over last year.
On Sunday morning Rev. C. E. Roberts, of
Pilot Point, Texas. preached the annual missionary sermon, which was a masterly dis-
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The baccalaureate sermon dellvered Monday
morning by Rev. C. E. Roberts, was a timely
message and full of suggestiveness.
The
speaker showed the advantages of education,
and then showed that In order to be a success the individual must have determination
and stamina In order to make life what It
should be.
Monday afternoon at three o'clock from the
step platform or the administration building,
District Superintendent I. M. Ellis and Rev.
C. E. Roberts addressed a fine audience, which
had gathered to witness the dirt-breaking for
our girls' dormitory. Mrs. Wordsworth. the
eldest member of the faculty, held the plow
whlle three little girls dressed In white walked
on either side of her driving a white team
which broke the dirt for our dormitory. The
building will be two stories. and contain
twenty-tour rooms, plastered Inside and .llghted
with electricity, to be completed and ready
for the opening of the fall term. Arrangements
have been made to finish the two stories of
the administration building and with this Improvement we wlll be able to accommodate all
students comfortably.
A strong faculty ror 1913-14 has been secured, and we are expecting a great time this
coming school year. Our enrollment for the
past year has doubled, for which we are thankful to the patrons of C. N. U., and to our God
who has so marvelously blessed. Let those
who are Interested write for catalogue. The religious atmosphere of the school Is blessed. and
we have a splendid community, Houses are
dotting the University Place, and we want you
to add one more to the number. Trusting that
we may have an Interest In your prayers and
that our God may bless the er!ucational Institutions of the Pentecostal Church of the Naz.arene, in standing for Christian education In
deed and In truth.
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The Work and the Workers
..........................................................................................................

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Annual Nazarene campmeeting will be held
at Beulah Park, East Oakland, Cal .. July 25th
to August 3d. Rev. P. F. Bresee, D. D., and
Rev. Seth C. Rees, evangelists; Rev. and Mrs.
Haldor Llllenas, song evangelist!!. For information concerning tents. address Rev. H. H.
Miller, 2328 McKinley Ave., Berkeley, Cal.
CAMPMBETING
The annual Mouse River holiness campmeeting will be held In the park at Sawyer, N. D.,
July 3 to 14, 1913. Charles F. Weigle will
be U1e evangells.t and.Arthur F. Ingler will lead
the singing. You are Invited to come and bring
your friends. Meals will be served on the
grounds. We will have a limited number of
tents for rent; make your reservations at once.
Address William Hodges. Secretarry, Sawyer,
N. Dak.

--

RESIGNS AT UNIVERSITY TO ENTER
EVANGELISTIC FIELD
Rev. Fred !\Iesch, Jr., writing from the Nazarene University, Pasadena. Cal., says: "I am
leaving the school room ror good. I have
fought over this ground for four years and have
had no real rest until I have finally decided
to go Into the evangelistic work for good. I
did about go this way once before, but was
persuaded to teach again. But 1 wlll not

teach any more under any conditions. I must
preach, or "Woe Is me." We boys were not
trained at Pe~iel years ago for anything else
much but to preach." I have no hesitancy in
recommending Mr. Mesch, whom I have known
for years, for any campmeeting, convention, or
revival series in the land. He stands well
In the front ranks of our best preachers, Is
sound In doctrine and sweet In spirit. Address
him at 1252 Sierra Bonita, Pasadena, Cal.
C. A. McCONNELL.
RECOMMENDATION
We would like to say a few words regarding
Rev. W. R. Cain, of Wichita, Kas., who has
lately united with the Pentecostal Church ·of
the Nazarene.
We have personally known
Brother Cain for a number of years, being associated with him at the state campmeetlng at
Wichita, he being state secretary for the Association, also with hi·m In campaigns out over
the state. Brother Cain is as straight as an
arrow In his doctrine and preaching. He would
rather die than knowingly compromise In any
way or manner. He has come Into the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene, under the conviction that it has been raised up of God, to do
what no other church is doing, and that It Is
the place that God wants him. At this writing,
he Is associated with us In the campmeetlng
being held for the four Nazarene churches In
Ford county, and God Is using his straight,
fearless denunciation of sin and worldliness

We wish to personally recommend him to our
pastors and pe(tple eveF-y-wbe.re. No one need
be afraid that Brother Cain will let down the
standard nor compromise with sin , worldliness
nor dead churchanlty, In any way. He Is a
competent musician, having traveled with a
band for some years. He sings and plays,
preaches and prays, all for the glory of God and
for the salvation of men. When wanting an
evangelist who will bring things to pass, write
him at 415 South Vine Ave., Wichita, Kas.
L. MILTON WILLIAMS.
NOTICE
Our Nazarene tent meeting Is to begin In
Ottumwa, Ia., June 5th, with Rev. H. F. Beck,
of Potsdam, Ohio, as evangelist. We are expecting a fine meeting. Pray for us.
0 . A. OVERHOSLER, Pastor.
PROGRAM NAZARENE UNIVERSITY
COMl\IENCEME:'-IT
Thursday, June 5th, 8 : 00 p. m., ~luslc and Expression Graduates' Recital.
Friday, Jun e 6th, Annual Program Phineas Literary Society.
Sunday, June 8th, 10:45 a. m., Baccalaureate
Sermon, Rev. E. P. Ellyson, D. D., 3: 30 p.
m.. Love Feast; 7: :!0 Annual Sermon, Bud
Robinson.
Monday, June 9th, 8: 00 p. m., Music and Expression Program.
Tuesday, June lOth, 8: 00 p. m., Academy Program.
Wednesday, June 11th. 10: 00 a.m., Commencement Exercises; Address, Rev. P. F. Bresee,
D. D.; 7: 30 p.m., Alumni Reception (for the
Alumni only.)

DISTRICT NEWS AND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEw ENGLAND NoTES
The New England Assembly closed with several seeking souls at the altar.
The Rev. N. H. Washburn was unanimously
elected district superintJcndent of the New
England District.
Brother Kinne was well received and did
good work at the New England District Assembly.
The Portsmouth IR. 1.) campmeeting will
open Its regular time. the last !t'rlday In July.
The date Is July 25th to August 3d .
The Rev. C. J. Fowler was one of the preachers of the New England District Assembly.
The old Douglas campmeeting will open
Friday night, July 18th. Rev. C. E. Roberts
and wife, Rev. B. F. Taylor and dan,;;hter, and
the "Kentucky Sisters" are among the workers.
Rev. Martha Curry, Rev. John Norberry, Hev.
E. E. Angell, Rev. G. W. Schurman are among
the preachers at Portsmouth m. I.) campmeeting.
The Rev. John Short is to be in charge of
Douglas camp. as In the past.
Rev. Seth C. Reese, on account of his work
in Pasadena, Cal., will not be able to be at
Portsmouth camp.
Brother Rees Is always
missed when absent from Portsmouth. This
year Brother Norberry will be In charge.
The Grand View Park camp, Haverhill, Mass.,
will be held from June 28th to July 7th. Many
ot our New England Pentecostal-Nazarene folks
will be the workers.
The Rev. H. F. Reynolds. general superintendent, was well received at the ~ew England
assembly. His old-time friends were glad to
see him back again on old New England soil.
A spring convention Is being held In the
Church of Emmanuel, Providence, R. I. Rev.
E. E. Alllgell and Evangelist !.. B. Greenwood
are the special workers. The two works of
grace are the special themes ever presented In
this church. One of the special features of
these meetings are noon meetings held In the
open air for bnslness men; Open air meetings
are held nightly before the regular meetings
In the church.
JOHN NORERRY.
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Reports From Two District Assemblies
PITTSBORGH DISTRICT AssEMBLY

SAN FRANmsco DISTRICT As-

c_rowd in the tabernaole. God was prestmt.
The assembly made a deep Impression on th e
city of Stockton, and several people Indicated
their desire to come to our help In pushing the
battle for holiness. We move on with greater
expectations than ever, knowing that God llv£>s
and Christ Is on the throne.
E. M. ISAAC.

SEMBLY
The sixth annual meeting of the Pittsburgh
District convened \n the church at East PalIt was held at Stockton, Cal. Dr. Bresee was
estine, Ohio. Tuesday, May 27th. Rev. L. N. In the chair. It was a gracious assembly from
...._
Fogg, formerly district superintendent of the start to finish. There was perfect unity among
The eighth annual assembly of the San
New England District, was present the first the people, and a sweetness of spirit that was Franslsco District met at the beautiful city of
two days of the assembly and favored us the notable. Every one said that It was by far the Stockton, May 21st, closing May 25th.
first night with a good sermon on Barnabas. best assembly yet held. The reports of the
General Superintendent P. F. Bresee preGod greatly blessed this message to all who various pastors were full of Interest, and the sided. The sessions were held In the W. C. T. U.
heard It, especially the preachers. On Wed· fire fell several times while they were telling hall, which proved an Ideal place for the asnesday morning the assembly proper opened of some of the experiences they bad during the sembly to meet. The church at Stockton Is
and bu~lne s s began with General Superintend- year.
less than a year old , and It was a great underent Reynolds In t he chair. The usual routine
taking for them to entertain the assembly.
Dr. Bresee was at bls best. He seemed to be
of business was followed and at night Brother
But they did admirably, and no doubt secured
YounJ;er than usual. His morning talks or adReynolds preached a strong and helpful serattention to their work that will bear fruit In
dresses were very Instructive. It would be
mon to a large and appreciative audience.
the time to come.
we lllf our young men could bear him deliver
Seekers responded a~d God was glorified.
Evangelistic services were held each night
a course of lectures on the work of the minThursday afternoon the anniversary of the
In a tent, which proved to be times of salvation,
istry In Its various phases. The preparation
educational Interests of our church was held.
with the mighty power of God coming down.
or the sermon, and the preparation of the man,
At these services Dr. Bresee, Carl Dauel, M. B.
Rev. J. H. Norris, of Pittsburgh, acted as
and bow to do the work of a pastor are themes
chairman and strong addresses were given.
Hazeltine, W. G. Lopeman, H. H. Miller and
which Dr. Bresee· Is very. callable of handling.
Rev. E. E. Angell', of North Scituate, R. I., repE. M. Isaac preached In the demonstration of
They also need special emphasis today In our
resented the P. C. I. Our hearts were greatly
the Spirit. A great street meeting was held
ch u reb. H we are to have effective preaching
each evening preceding the meeting In the tent,
blessed and enco\lraged as we listened to our
we must have effective preachers. We can not
brother's address. Rev. J. H. Norris representIn which many hundreds heard the message of
have either without effective conviction that
ed the Illinois Holiness University, of Olivet,
salvation. Surely there are good things ahead
our standard of preaching Is far too low when
for the church at Stockton.
Ill. In the evening Rev. J. H. Norrla brought
we remember the vastness of the salvation we
us a strong message, conviction fell on the
The business sessions of the assembly were
have to proclaim.
conducted with dispatch by Dr. Bresee, and a
congregation and two claimed the blessln" of
The district has some advancement during beautiful spirit of harmony prevailed In all of
sanctification as a result of the same.
Friday morning Rev. S. H. Walls, of Lincoln the last year. The membership has Increased, the sessions.
Place, Pa., church, conducted devotions, after the missionary offering was about $5.00 per
The reports showed advance along all lines
which business began. At 10: 00 o'clock the member on the entire district. Some new men In the work. There had been three churches
organized during the year, viz., at Stockton,
assembly proceeded to elect the district super- have come to us, and they are devout souls.
One of the great things accomplished during Waukena, and Lindsay. The presence of the
Intendent. Rev. N. B. Herrell received the highest number of votes and was ordered elected. the year was the birth of "Rest Cottage," our delegatee and pastors from these churches
Brother Herrell responded with a few well· new rescue home. God has revealed His power brought courage and enthusiasm Into the aschosen remarks, after which the assembly ex- to us to use the weak things to bring to naught sembly. Our people realize that there must
tended congratulations. In the afternoon the the things that are. This home Is doing splen- be adYance In the work on t·he line of organizalntere!lts of the Publishing House were looked did work under the mana-gement of our ef- tion, and show their appreciation when someafter by the observance or this anniversary. ficient matron, Mrs. Eva B. Brand. A revival one by ncrlfice and service goes out In th~
Rev. C. J. Kinne, who was present for the day, was on during the assembly, and services were name of the Lord and brings It to pass.
told us of the work being done and our hearts held each evening In a tabernacle. Several
The reports will show over $2,000 for miswere stirred to greater labors and sacrifice as of tlle brethren preached and the blessing of sions, home and foreign. The amount received
we listened to our brother's earnest address. the Lord was on the crowds that came.
for foreign missions exceeds the apportionment
Stockton Is a beautiful city of about 25,000 of the general committee by over a thousand
In the evening Rev. Kell brought us an earnest
message from the Word, and several responded Inhabitants. Our church there Is less than a dollars.
year old. Brother C. 0. Bancroft Is the new
to the call.
District Superintendent E. M. Isaac has been
Saturday morning Rev. Harry Lee, of Colum- pastor. They are looking forward with much tireless In his work, though pastor of the
bus, led the devotions, after which the as- Interest to the coming year.
Oakland church as well as district superintendSunday, the closing day, was a blessed day ent. He has spent much time In the visitation
sembly proceeded to the order of the day.
Various reports were given during the of victory. The love feast at 9: 30 was re- of the smaller churches, considering his pasforenoon session, also a fine photograph of markable for holy fellowship and sweetness of toral duties, and In recognition of his services,
the assembly was taken. In the afternoon sev- spirit. Dr. Bresee preached at 11 o'clock on was unanimously re-elected.
The youngest
eral Important Interests were presented as fol- Romans 16: 29. It was a marvelous sermon of child of Brother and Sister Isaac, little Allee,
lows: Orphans and Missions, by Priscilla !lower and glory. We all were greatly en- was called to be with God, on Monday before
Hitchens; Rescue Work, by Mrs. J. H. Norris; couraged to press the battle as never before. the opening of the assembly. The malady was
Brother R. B. Coons preached In the afternoon. diphtheria. The assembly express ed their sinHome Missions, by Rev. George Ward.
Large and enthusiastic street meetings were It was a message full of unction and power. cere sympathy to the bereaved.
conducted each night, In charge of Rev. John In the evening the assembly closed with a large
The pastors all came up with a good report.
Gould. Saturday evening Rev. Harry Lee, of
Columbus. Ohio, brought us a very earnest and
evangelistic message.
Sabbath, the closing day, will never be !orgott~n by the Pittsburgh District.
Services
began at 9: 30 a. m., with a love feast In obarge
of Rev. James Short, of Dayton, Ohio. The
presence of God was manifested In a very
marked way. At 10:. 30 Brother H. F. Reynolds
for your
gave us one of his splendid missionary addresses, which. greatly Inspired our hearts.
The
afternoon was given to the ordination service
at which time Revs. S. H. Walls, 0 . 0. Garner
It has a choice selection of old hymns, the best of the new songs, and a
and B. B. Bula were ordained. This was a ~ry·
goodly number of invitation songs. The only way to really know how good
Impressive service and greatly blessed of the
it; is is to sing it through.
Lord. At the close of this service a fine altar
service was conducted by District SuperintendBRISTOL CovER,
a
ent Herrell. Eight seekers were forward. With
four that were aeeklng the Lord between the
PEBBLE CLOTH,
a
morning and evening service. these made
twelve seekers before the night service began .
Rev. Dick Albright gave the sermon of the
SPECIAL RATES TO CAMP MEETINGS
evening. The Lord greatly blessed this service,
and about a dozen more were earnest seekers,
making a total for the day of about twentyof the
ftve. This was a great asaembly. Brother
Reynolds said It was the beat he bad seen In
the connection. Great unity and love prevails
2109 Troost Avenue
C. J. KINNE, Agent.
Kansas City, Missouri
and all were greatly encouraged.
E. E. WOOD.
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'f\lese men had toiled {aithfully, some of them
in face of great difficulties. But all reported
l'ictory. The churches of the district as a whole
seem to be getting down to more complete harmony In every part of the work. This was
e\'idenced by all of the churches having their
arrangements of pastors settled except one,
and the most of the pastors returned to their
fi elds of labor. Rev. A. J . Neufeld, who has
been pastor at Stockton, resigned to enter the
evangelistic field. S. B. Rhoads also continues
in the evangelistic field.
Revs. l\1. B. Hazeltine and R. B. Coons
were recognized as elders, both of them coming
with orders from the !\I. E. Church.
Anniversaries were held each day, and for
the following causes: Missionary, education,
s unday schools, publishing interests, and rescue work. All of them were seasons of great
refreshing, and bringing of valuable Information. Dr. Bresee gave great addresses on missions, education and the publishing lntereEts.
The anniversary of Nazarene Rescue Association was of espeCial interest, as this work had
been begun since last assembly. The report of
the treasurer showed property gained worth at
a comparative estimate of $10,000, with an indebtedness of $5,000. The report of the matron
showed that sixteen girls and women had been
brought to the home thus far, and three babies
had been born. The rescue work is a means of
great helpfulness to the churches, as this is one
cause owned by all alike In which all have a
common interest.
The Sunday services were seasons of great
power. The love feast set the pace. Dr.
Bresee preached a great sermon at 11 o'clock.
M. B. Coons preached In the afternoon and
District Superintendent E. M. Isaac at night.
Thus closed the largest assembly ever held in
San Francisco District, and It Is safe to say a
better one has not yet been held. The spiritual
tide ran high from the beginning to the close.
To God be all the glory. The San Francisco
District, In a territory In which live over a
million and a half of people, faces the futurewith faith In a living God, and believe they are
called to spread scriptural holiness In this
great district.
The arrangements are as follows:
District Superintendent, E. M. Isaac, 1020 W.
lOth St., Oakland, Cal.
Alameda-----------------------To be supplied
Berkeley -------------------------H. H. Miller
Fresno _________________________ carl H. Dauel
Llndsay ____ ___________________ M, B. Hazeltine
Mllton __ __________ _______________ M, R. Dutton
Oakdale---------------------------D. S. Reed
Oakland----- - ----- - ---------- - ----E. M. Isaac
San Franctsco _____________ __Thomas Murrish
Santa Rosa ________ ____________ .J, M. Spencer
Stockton----------------------C. 0. Bancroft
Vallejo ________________________ W. G. Lopeman
Waukena __ ____________________ To be supplied
H. H. MILLER, Secretary.

GENERAL CHURCH NEWS
GRAND AVENUE, LOS ANGELES
The assembly year Is closing with much victory and blessing from heaven at the Grand
Avenue Church, Los Angeles, Cal. There has
been a good Increase In the spirituality of the
memben, and substantial additions of some
most excellent people to the working force of
the church. The Sabbath school Is gaining
regularly each week. Special revival services
under the leadership of Brother McBride were
a great help to the church. The pastor had
the unanimous call of the church to remain
for a sixth year, but did not accept as he had
received the call of the First Church at Spokane, Wash., to succeed Brother A. 0. Henricks, who is coming to Pasadena, Cal., and
felt that the call to other and larger fields with.
new environment and opportunities would be
an inspiration to greater usefulness. Rev.
Howard Eckel, of Loulsvllle, Ky., has accepted
the call to the Grand Avenue work and will
assume duties at the clo.se of the district assembly.. The pastor will leave for the district
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assembly at Portland, Ore., in company with
the members of the university who live in the
north and will take boat from San Pedro on
June 12th. The past five and one-half ~ears
at Grand Avenue have been eventful ones,
fill ed with the blessing of the Lord, and the
salvation of souls, and it is not an easy matter
to separate from so many tried and true friends
as the Grand Avenue people have proved themselves to be. The work Is in splendid condition for the new pastor, and great results are
sure to follow. The Lord will add His blessIngs and lead on to triumph.
CHARLES V. LaFONTAINE.
OXFORD, N. S.
I arrived here on May 13th direct from the
assembly. I thank God for such a meeting,
where- once a year· we can associate with our
brethren in the ministry, and with other dear
saints of God, to receive the help and blessing
which only such meetings can bring. There are
fresh in my mind many thoughts and helpful
lessons given by our beloved General SuperIntendent Reynolds and others, In the ministry
or the Word, at the assembly, and with renewed
energy, and a more settled purpose, I have
taken up the work here, and have no hesitancy
In saying that we believe God for the best year
of our lives. We are only a few, but we are not
depending on numerical strength, but on the
triune God. Our communion service of May
25th was a blessed time. God was graciously
near us, and as we sometimes sing, "It lingers
with us yet." So with eyes uplifted, and hands
off, and hearts open, we believe as quoted by
the Psalmist, that we shall go from strength
to strength, and the Lord will give grace and
glory, and no good thing will He will withhold
from them that walk uprightly.
J. HOWSE, Pastor.

-----

PORTLAND, ORE.
My last meeting was with our Brentwood
Church, Portland, Ore .. Rev. Aaron Wells, pastor. The meeting was fruitful from the first
service, and continued so, winding up with excellent results and banner:~ flying with vic-

tory perched upon them. Brentwood is a new
work, jtrst outstde tire ctty of Portland, although connected by street car and mall service and other city conveniences. In fact, Portland is fixing to absorb it some day. There
are many homes out there, mostly of working
people, and prospects for the Nazarene work
there are flattering. Brother Wells has been
on the work about eighteen months, but has
succeeded beyond any one's expectation. He
has a nice little church built that will seat
250 people, and a nice parsonage property
worth $2,000, with but little indebtedness, because Brother Wells Is one of those men who
can use a saw and hammer for the glory of
God. He Is now being supported nicely, &nd
no doubt they will keep him a few years yet.
as he is liked by the people Inside and outside.
I never had a better time working and preachIng In a meeting in my life. Brother Wells
stands by and helps push and pull and work
and shout on the victory; and his wife Is his
equal in service in her line of work. We were
most royally entertained In the parsonage. We
shall always remember their kindness. Brother
Wells' people are composed of different nationaliti es, but the spirit of oneness is lovely. They
all have such liberty, it is a great pleasure to
work with them. Dr. Dixon was with us over
both Sundays; he brought three of the little
Newburg boys up the last Saturday and they
were a great blessing to the meeting. Rev.
E. F. Taylor and his son Ray were with us
over the last Sunday also and we had a time
In the Lord. We had a number from First
Church and Sellwood with us at different times,
which added greatly to the meetings. The last
Saturday night we had a glory slide from the
skies and we never got to deliver the message.
The people shouted, laughed, cried and danced
for one hour and a half; that night will never
be forgotten in Brentwood by those who were
there. At different times In the meeting we
were made to stop just a minute and let the
saints praise God and shout. Well, we tully
expect some day to go back to Brentwood and
see another greatE>r victory. The prospects in
Portland for our work are absolutely good ;
with such men as Brother Wells, Rev. C. Howard Davis, and a good man to take our dear
departed Brother Tanner's place at Sellwood
Church, we can see nothing but constant victory tor the Nazarenes. May God grant us
favor with Him and with men and give many
hundreds or souls Into the fountain. Am now
beginning at Madras, Ore. Will tell you when
close the outcome of this meeting.
J. B. McBRIDE.
Postoffice till July 15th, Ridgefield, Wash;
Permanent address, Penlel Texas.
PORTLAND,

OR~.

Have been in Portland now six weeks In
deaconess work at First Church. This church
Is blessed with a people who are simple, plain,
exceedingly generous. whole-hearted, prayed
up and paid up. The latter we can vouch for.
After a little observation, one Is not surprised
to find this people as above described, tor they
are shepherded by a pastor, Brother C. Howard Davis, who Is an honor to his ealllng. He
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is a man of much prayer, tender, kind, weeping
OYer the lost and attenti-ve to the needs of each

Individual. "He spares not" physical strength
or etrort to do good, neither In preaching the
whole gospel. We are Indeed favored In having
Sister Whitesides (deaconess) to work with,
and to whom the church owes much of Its success. God Is giving us some wonderful times
In the church, when His Spirit Is poured out,
hearts melted, and seekers crying .and praying
at the altar. We shall never forget some of
these seekers, who held on to God until the
heavens opened and their prayers were answered, and they are proving by their dally
life that the full price was paid. Thank God
for the "plain paths" that leave no room Cor
doubt.
DELLA BRANDENBURG.
ELYSIAN HEIGHTS, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
There was great rejoicing In the church at
Elysian Heights on Sunday, May 25th. The
main room was filled and the new Sunday
school room was opened to accommodate the
assembled audience. After the opening exercises, four new members were received Into
church fellowship.
Brother Sherman then
formaJly presented the new parsonage to the
church and our pastor accepted the gift, In a
few appropriate words, In behalf of the members. The sermon, by Brother Sherman, was
on the subject of prayer, and was most helpful. We are very thankful to our kind benefactor for his ~eneroslty to us, and we are
praising the Lord for directing him to this
field. In the evening Brother Relnschmldt
preached on the 19th Psalm, and as he spoke
of the glory of God and of the law of the Lord,
there came to our hearts a great sense of the
power of God; and as the last hymn was being
sung, the mighty power moved two of the dear
sisters to manifestations of their rapture by
hand-shaking and shouts of "Glory to Jesus."
Even after leaving the church the joyful cry
of "Hallelujah" and "My cup runneth over"
sounded on the evening air.
ELLA B. HOME.

-----COLFAX, WASH.

A marvellous victory at Colfax, Wash. I was
called there to a new field to open our work,
by Pastor Fowler, of Diamond, Wash. It was
a stubborn fight; but our God smashed things
up and saved and sanctified a goodly numb·~r .
We organized a strong church, of splendid people. This makes three new churches the dear
Lord has given us since January. Evangelist
Greene sang, wept, prayed, preached with unusual power, and contributed In a large
measure fo the success of the meeting. The
strong Diamond crowd came over frequently
and helped mightlly In song and prayer and
ringing shout and testimony. Secured a club
for our Herald-sold lots of books on prayer
and a large number exposing 'Pastor" (?) Russell and his heresies. Y.ou are glvlag us the
best distinctively holiness paper pu\l.lished. I
go from here to Ashland, Ore., with my old
friend, Pastor Little, for a meeting June 1-16.
Am expecting now to be In Missouri for several
meetings, beginning August 7th-17th. Then
August 21st-31st, Des Arc, Mo., camp.
FRED ST. CLAIR.

-----MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS

Wife and I closed a meeting Sunday night
at Montgomery, Texas. There was good Interest. and conviction was upon the people, who
desired ua to returD, which we expect to do.
Several attended this meeting who had not
heard a sermon In from five to fifteen years. We
have a tent and are open for calls. Write us at
Mineral Wells.
L. A. DODSON.
FULLERTON, CAL.
Brother Bud Robinson was with us In a revival at Olinda church from the first of May
until the eleventh. We bad good audiences to
whom Brother Robinson gave Bible truths In
his own style. While there wa.a much conviction on the people and they learned much of
the way, there were none saved. Our people
were much benefitted, and we think much good
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was done. Brother Welsh continues the meetIng to the 18th. He Is a good, earnest speaker,
filled with the Holy Ghost. The great obstacle
in the way here, is that nearly all the people In
thfs part of the country are bound up In their
lodges. We have now several members who
have given up their lodgea, and are taking the
way of holiness. Thank God for the men who
have the courage and the spiritual life to proAMOS WRIGHT.
claim the Word.
ALIX, ARK.
I spent last week In Ozark In the meeting.
Rev. A. G. Jeffries Is letting the gospel plow
down deep, and conviction is upon the people.
I love the service of the Master better than
anything on earth and am glad I ever found
the way of holiness. Our meellng will begin
here July 4th and continue till the 20th. Rev.
L. L. Hamric, of Vilonia, Ark.., will hold the
meeting. Rev. A. B. Calk, our pastor, and others will be here to help push the battle for Gotl
and holiness. Let all the saints join us In
prayer for a mighty revival In Alix.
(MRS.) RUBY HOPKINS.
LUFKIN, TEXAS
We are just out of a good meeting at HuntIngton. Came In Saturday for our regular appointment as pastor of the church at Lufkin.
Had a blessed day with the little band of Nazarenes yesterday; deep conviction on the unsaved at night. God Is blessing the work here.
P. L. PIERCE.
KINGMAN, KAS.
Our dear Brother Cochran, when he came to
us at Pleasant Hlll, was sick with Ia grippe
and unable to work. We thought he ought to
go home for rest and care till he could get
well. He had a ten days' meeting to hold
at Ensign, Kas., where Brother Hipple and
the good people of that community had built
a church, and at the close of the meeting to
dedicate. I arrived at Ensign, Kas., May 9th.
Brother Hipple had begun the meeting on
Thursday night. We went Into the battle with
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God for salvation of sinners and the sanctification of believers. The Lord was pleased to
send the glory on us. During the week from
the first Sunday, May 11th, to the second Sunday, May 18th, when the meeting closed, three
persons .sought and found the experience of
entire sanctification. On Sunday morning we
dedicated the nice little church to the worship
ot God, by prayer and Scripture reading. The
glory fell on the saints during the service.
About $360 was raised In connection with the
dedication service. At the night service four
seekers for pardon came forward and were
finders, also there were two who raised their
hands requesting prayer of the saints. We are
now In the battle at Kingman, Kas. Pray for
us that souls may be saved and sanctified.
H. M. BASSETT.
DAYTON, TEXAS
We are alone In this part of the country, but
are trying to do all we can for God and bollness. We have no preaching except what I
do and what we get out of the Herald. Thls
ls a needy field; the people are starving for the
bread of life. We want to hold some mee(lngs.
and need help. Would like to corl'espond with
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soi!lj) of our preachers who can spare tht> time
and come and help us.
WILLIAM JENKINS.
LYNN, MASS.
The First Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene has extended a call to Rev. Theodore
E. Beebe, of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., to become pastor of the church for the ensuing year. He has
accepted the call, and will enter upon the
duties of the pastorate the 15th of June.
A. F. SKINNER.
PURDY, OKLA.
This has been a great year In the salvation
of souls, In the six meetings I have held. From
here I go to a place near Comanche, Okla.
E. A. COPELAND.

HEAVEN OR HELL: " 7HICH?
BY

-----

c. E. CoRNELL

This little booklet Is well adapted for use In any kind of gospel
work. The author Is an adept at applying truth to the heart& of men.
The booklet deserves a wide circulation. Many thousands have
been sold already.
8 cents a copy; 2 for 6 cents; 2ii cents a dozen;
,2.00 a hundred, postpaid.

SURREY, N. DAK.
Can report victory In my soul. Have a bigger "yes" to go every step of the way through
than ever. Am on my way to Sherburn, Minn.,
to hold our tent meeting. Arthur F. Ingler
will be my co-laborer through that meeting.
instead of Brother L. Milton Williams, whom
we gave away to let him go to Olivet, Ill., district campmeetlng. We are feeling good In
body again to face the enemy. Our courage Is
strong In the Lord and In His strength to push
ahead. There Is no defeat for God's army.
Hallelujah! We ask all the family of God' to
remember us In prayer up In this great western
country, as we must take It for Christ and
His kingdom.
LYMAN BROUGH, Dlst. Supt.

+++++

SIGNS AND MANIFESTATIONS
BY T.

.P++++

THE CURE OF EVIL SPEAKING
BY THE REv. JoHN WEBLEY,

HUTCHINSON, KAS.
Our new mission chapel In the southwest
part of town was dedicated Sunday, May 25th,
by Brother Cochran, with real victory and
blessing. There was a good attendance at the
prayer meeting last night, with one at the
altar. The mission Sunday school Is flourishing, and we feel much good Is- being done.
Brother and Sister Hugh Ross kindly gave the
use of the ground on which the building stands.
Had It not been for this, and for the faithful
work of Brothers Miller and Hodges, who donated their work In constructing the building,
together with work donated by students and
other brethren, this mission building would not
have been a possibility.
Praise the Lord!
Brother E. C. Keyes and myself are to begin
tent meeting In Bronson, Kas., June 5th. Please
pray for us.
H. M. CHAMBERS.
HILLSBORO, TEXAS
The work at Hlllsboro and Lakenone Is In
good shape and the Lord Is blessing us In
every way. The missionary rally was a sue-
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cess; large crowd; more than we could take
care of. Program by the children of our Sunday school was excellent, and was well arranged by Sister T. E. Mackey, our Sunday
school superintendent. Hillsboro Is on the upgrade move. Our protracted meeting wlll be
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July 10th-29th. Rev. J. L. Hinds, his wife and
sisters wlll be helpers In the meeting. We are
expecting a glorious time.
THOS. D. DUNN, Pastor.
SHREVEPORT, LA.
The meeting In the Nazarene church here
under the leadership of Revs. Gaar and Galloway closed last Sunday night, the 25th, after
having run two weeks, but we are fully prepared to say that It will not end with the mere
discontinuation or special services. The mighty
power and presence of the Holy Ghost waa
with us in every service of this meeting. There
may be other preachers as level-headed ad
fearlessly uncompromising as Brothers Gaar
and Galloway, and as thorough in their altar
work, but they are not traveling In drove•
these days. A number or people professed ttt
get converted, a few backsliders were reclaimed, and a few professed to get sanctified
wholly, God was with us, and the hot, blistering truths of the Book which fell from the
Ups or Hts messengers, whose hearts were tender, stirred the consciences of the people In
such a way as was delightful to witness. The
preachers paid their respects to nearly everything false and wicked that could well be
thought of In two weeks, and we are praising
God that they were permitted to come u,
Shreveport. We are more determined than ever
to keep holy, hot and devil-smashing. These
brethren did not ask me to do so, but I feel
It on me to recommend them to any pastor or
people who really want evangelists who will
preach the Bible straight, who stay on their
races almost night and day In prayer and fast--

P.AOfi
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Rev. L. S. Tracy
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Miss Daisy Skinner
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IDAHO
J . B. CREIGHTON ___________________ Oo1se, Idaho
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_____________________ _____ ____Oilvet,
J nn e 111.
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KANSAS
A. S. COCHRAN-- ---------------Knsas City, Uo.
3HB Wayne Avenue
Bucklin.
Kn.s. KJls.
-------------------G· 1.2
8
Dodge City
_________________------June
_____ ,J nne 1).
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KENTUCKY
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2:103 Mndlson St reet
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MISSOURI
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P oncu City, Okla. ______________________ Jnne G· 8
New Hope (Da venport, Okla.) ________June 11·12
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Edmond Church, Okla,_______________Jnne 16-22
PITTSBURGH
N. B. JIERBELL--- ------- -----------OIIvet, Ill.
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tng, and who get results. May the L·ord give
Uti more preachers of the apostolic stamp who
'frill refuse to be either bribed or browbeaten.
Tills old world Is hell-bound today, largely as
a~· result ot whlte.-llvered, money-loving preachere who are afraid to declare the whole counsel
ef God.
W. EVANS BURNETT, Pastor.
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Teatb St., Oaklaad, Cal.
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145 D Street, S. E.
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KINGSDOWN, KAS.
The four Nazarene churches of this (Fordl
county are In the midst of their camp, beginning last Thursday night. Already large audiences are In attendance, and as God's truth Is
proclaimed, conviction Is becoming adhesive
and penetrating. It Is easy to detect the sound
In the tops of the mulberry trees, while the adversary Is on the run. Brother L. Milton Williams Is, as usual, preaching In demonstration
of the Spirit and power, and though a dance
was being held last night just across the street,
the tent was almost full of people. They listened Intently to the message and we could
easily discern God was working. I am glad
to be In a meeting once more with my friend
L. Milton. It seems better than ever now that
1 have severed my connection with the M. E.
Church and have become a Nazarene. We expect radical, overwhelming and permanent
victory here ere we close on Sunday night.
June 5th. Will God's children kindly remember
u'8 at the throne.
W. R. CAIN.

MONTEREY, TENN.
We are being blessed In our work through
this section of the country. We have been
having quite a few conversions in our regular
services for some f~w weeks. The services
are being well attended and the presence of the
Lord Is continually with us. Last Sunday I
was called to preach at a dedication service
about five miles In the country, and after
preaching was over in the afternoon services,
a call was made for those who desii·ed to make
peace with God to which many responded. One
young man remained for prayer, and soon
prayed through to victory. It is something out
of the ardlnary for people to get blessed on
such occasions, but I find that God always honors His truth when presented in the right way.
We are planning to repe.lr our church at
Monterey, which wm make us a good church.
We are going to put on a new roof, new seats,
cement walks and fence, papering and other
work, and this repair wort will cost In the
neighborhood of $1,000. Since the ftrat day that
we began the work, God has been wonderfully
and powerfully blessing the people.

A. P. WELCH.

